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The Art of
Intellectual Recreation
By Bernard McCormick, ’58
A fte r  college there was the army and then the dreary 
prospect of getting a job and doing something, so naturally 
I did what everybody else was doing. I applied to graduate 
school. Penn said “ No” outright in what must be one of the 
rudest rejections anybody ever got. The letter said, in 
effect, it was necessary to maintain certain standards and 
you are rejected. Columbia Journalism said no, but then 
they say no to everybody. I never met a successful 
journalist who had not been rejected by Columbia Journal­
ism.
Going down the list, the University of Connecticut 
caught my eye. It caught my eye because I had gone up to 
visit Tom Addison, La Salle ’58, who had gotten a fellow­
ship in economics to U-Conn and threw a hell of a good 
party at his place along the lake the weekend I visited.
It seemed like a great place to apply so I did. I asked for 
a fellowship. They said no. Then I asked for a teaching 
assistantship. They said no. Finally I just asked to get in. 
They said no. At another party a few weeks later Tom 
Addison introduced me to the head of the graduate 
department of English. I told him how I had been thrice 
rejected.
“That’s impossible,” he said. “We never turn down 
anyone.”
The next day we met in his office and he pulled out my 
file. He was surprised to learn that, sure enough, I had 
been rejected. He showed me my file and among the stuff 
in it was a letter of recommendation from Dan Rodden. It 
read:
“ I have been asked to recommend Mr. Bernard Mc­
Cormick for a fellowship in your graduate program in 
English. I am most pleased to do so. As I recall it, the 
transcript of Mr. McCormick’s academic record may not 
prove an impressive credential. I have found, however, 
that when properly motivated he is capable of superior 
work and I enthusiastically commend him to you. . .”
Now that wasn’t half a bad sell, but it didn’t do me any 
good, which tells you just how unimpressive my academic 
transcript was. And although he didn’t mean it that way, 
Dan Rodden’s letter said more about himself than it did 
about me. “ Properly motivated” was the operative phrase. 
As far as Rodden was concerned I was an A student 
because that’s what he always gave me. And he saw me a
lot. In fact, I contrived to take every class he taught, 
confident that my grade from Dan would balance the C’s 
and D’s I managed to pull down regularly in other courses. 
For me, it was hard not to get an A from Dan Rodden. 
That’s not saying anything for my talent. He was simply the 
best teacher I’ve ever known.
A class with Dan Rodden was intellectual recreation. His 
former students will recognize that phrase. It was part of 
his definition of art, with which he introduced every course 
he taught. “Art is intellectual recreation achieved through 
the contemplation of order.”
Dan normally spent the first week breaking that defini­
tion down word by word. If it sounds dull, then it’s because 
you never saw how Dan Rodden approached the subject, 
or approached everything he did. In his prime, and the late 
50s and early 1960s were his prime, he was a man of 
enthusiasm, intelligence and humor. He was a great 
teacher because he loved to teach. Whether it was 
teaching young people to sing and dance, which he did in 
his off- hours for 10 years before he took La Salle’s theatre 
pro, or whether it was in a classroom leading students 
through every nuance of T.S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock,” Dan Rodden was a man committed.
It’s unfortunate that everybody couldn’t have known him 
then. Those who saw him only in his last, sickly years can’t 
appreciate his talent or energy. The latter was ex­
traordinary. He’d teach all day and then work with the
people in the Masque until late at night and then go
partying with them still later and show up the next morning, 
feeling miserable and looking it, his prominent eyes red 
and his puffy features even puffier than normal. But then 
he’d get in front of a class and usually the ill mood was 
overcome by the sheer pleasure he got from instructing.
H e  was an artistic man, and his habits were those of
many artistic men, which is to say they were awful. It
caught up with him and although he never lived to be quite 
sixty years old, he managed to look every bit of 75 in his 
last years. He was sick every which way but still kept going 
although both his body and personality were a shell of his 
good years.
But this was only after 20 years of the kind of life that
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RODDEN-continued
He left La Salle's theatre better and more distinguished
most people could not have kept up for five, and during 
that period his achievements in and out of the classroom 
made him a La Salle legend. He achieved a rare thing. He 
changed the institution that was his life’s work; he left it 
better and more distinguished than he found it. The 
musical theatre which survived him would almost certainly 
not exist if there had been no Dan Rodden. He didn’t do it 
alone, but he attracted the excellent people who put La 
Salle on the theatre map.
The years of sickness, during which he could not do 
what he wanted to do or be what he wanted to be, 
heightened in some minds the impression that despite his 
achievements, his life was oddly incomplete. I’ve heard 
people say it’s a shame he never made it to the top of his 
profession—a Broadway success—or achieved the na­
tional reputation of some of his friends, such as Walter and 
Jean Kerr. That may be true if you think theatre was his 
profession. I don’t. He was a versatile man, musical and 
histrionic, a good writer, director and producer. But all 
these talents seem to me secondary to his real gift, which 
was teaching. Theatre happened to be what he taught 
most. As a teacher, Dan Rodden did reach the top. He was 
as good as they come.
I recall the night they had the big dinner at the Bellevue 
Stratford, a testimonial for Dan. His old pal, the late Joe 
McCauley, emceed, and everybody who had been in Dan 
Rodden’s life turned out. He had already had his first 
illness, which he never really got over. That night the praise 
was embarrassing, but everyone spoke of Dan’s work in 
theatre. Not one speaker mentioned the fact that he was a 
great teacher.
Damn, he was good. He could be a mean s.o.b. in the 
classroom. He didn’t like stupidity and he wouldn’t tolerate
a wise guy, especially a dumb wise guy: he maintained 
order by throwing people out who disrupted it.
“You!” he would shout, pointing. “ Get the hell out of 
here! Come back when you grow up!” Having established 
respect, he proceeded to teach. His classes were often 
discussion groups. He invited participation. He claimed 
that it was only by years of probing by many volunteer 
minds of his students that he came to appreciate the 
subtleties of “ Prufrock.” But he didn’t like to be conned, 
especially when he had had a bad night before. Often 
Rodden would cut a student off curtly when he tried to b.s. 
him.
“Well, I think . . .” the student would begin.
“ Is that what you think?” he would snap, leaving little 
more to be said.
M o s t of the people who got that treatment deserved it, at 
least I thought so. There were days when he was just 
ornery, but I never saw him fail to respond when he sensed 
the stimulus of intellectual recreation. One day he had 
what seemed almost a mystical experience when, analyz­
ing “ Prufrock,” he paused over a line that went “ to spit out 
the butt ends of my days and ways.” It was a line that 
Rodden had never quite fathomed and he asked for ideas 
from the class. One student who normally had little to say, 
suggested it was a reference to the butt of a cigar, the 
soggy remnant of a good smoke, which was being spit out. 
Dan looked at him for what seemed like seconds, as if 
entranced. And then he spoke, in the soft voice of 
astonishment.
“ My God,” he said. “You’re right. You’re right. You’re 
right. That’s exactly what it means. That’s wonderful. All 
these years and I never understood that.” We all felt like
Dan Rodden (1920-1978): "A  Reputation For Crisp Professionalism''
A Mass of Resurrection was sung 
at Holy Child Church for Daniel J. 
(Dan) Rodden, founder of the popu­
lar La Salle Music Theatre and a 
professor of English at the college, 
who died on Dec. 7 at Germantown 
Hospital after a long illness. He was 
58.
Rodden was widely known in the­
atrical circles as an actor, director, 
and press agent. A dry, witty 
phrasemaker, he had been a mem­
ber of La Salle College's English
Department since 1949 and a full 
professor since 1971.
A native Philadelphian, Rodden 
served as director of the college’s 
undergraduate theatrical group, 
“The Masque,” from 1953 to 1965. 
He received the La Salle College 
Centennial Medal for his contribu­
tions to Fine Arts in 1962.
A 1941 graduate of La Salle Col­
lege, Rodden later earned a master 
of fine arts degree in speech and 
drama at The Catholic University,
Washington, D.C. He studied there 
and became friendly with Walter 
Kerr, who was later to become a 
famed drama critic for the New York 
Times, director Alan Schneider, and 
TV personality Ed McMahon. Rod­
den authored a musical comedy, 
“ Lucky For Me,” at Catholic U. and 
co-authored another comedy, 
“ Small Beer in Springtime.”
Rodden taught at La Salle Col­
lege High School for a year before 
enlisting in the U.S. Army in 1942.
than he found it.
Dan Rodden’s friends at his testimonial dinner at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in 1967 included the late 
“ Morning Mayor” of Philadelphia’s WIP radio Joe McCauley (left) and TV personality Ed McMahon.
Assigned to the staff of Captain 
Maurice Evans, he directed over 20 
plays and revues, rose to the rank of 
Captain, and eventually became 
commanding officer of the largest 
entertainment section in the South 
Pacific.
A senior member of Actors' Equi­
ty, Rodden appeared professionally 
with and/or directed such stars as 
Carol Channing, the late Myron Mc­
Cormick, Brian Donlevy, John Dali, 
Francis Sternhagen, and William
Prince. His radio script for a Mutual 
Network production  entitled 
“Wanted, One Baby” was cited by 
the New York Times as the best 
documentary of the year in 1949.
But it was La Salle’s MUSIC 
THEATRE, the nation’s only col­
lege-sponsored professional sum­
mer theatre, which gave Rodden his 
greatest satisfaction when it opened 
in 1962 with a performance of 
“ Carousel” before a standing-room 
only audience which included
Pennsylvania’s late Governor David 
L. Lawrence. Rodden personally 
supervised every facet of design 
and construction of La Salle’s 
modern 382 seat College Union 
Theatre.
Some 27 different shows were 
produced over the next 12 summers 
by Rodden including the American 
premier of “Ambassador” in 1972. 
Rodden was a part of a group which 
later took the show on a short-lived 
Broadway run. MUSIC THEATRE’S
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RODDEN—continued
"Dan Rodden taught with
cheering. Or at least going out and getting drunk. Dan 
probably did that night.
That sort of teaching was his style. He sought intellectual 
recreation through the contemplation of order, and he 
taught you to contemplate, to think about literary works of 
art, or otherwise. He required you to identify themes of 
plays, preferably one-word themes. He insisted it could 
almost always be done, and he was right. Some other 
teachers bored and burdened with meaningless lists of 
meaningless things, and gave examinations that used to 
be swiped from their offices in advance and sold to 
interested parties. Dan Rodden taught with the sales­
manship of an actor and he gave tests where cheating was 
impossible. “ Identify the theme of ‘Ah Wilderness,’ and 
explain why,” was a typical exam question. You could be 
off base on the theme but if your explanation made sense 
or was gracefully written, you still got a good grade. He 
never minded passing out a compliment. Once I wrote a 
paper on “The Potting Shed,” which included some 
unusual thoughts on the symbolism in the play.
“ If this is your own idea, and I think it is, it is excellent,” 
Dan wrote. The truth is it wasn’t purely my idea. I heard my 
brother talking about the play and he mentioned the 
particular symbolism; but it was my writing. And that 
mattered to Dan Rodden.
Happily, I had a chance to tell Dan Rodden what I 
thought about him as a teacher. He took to coming to
the salesmanship of an actor."
Florida in his last years. He was down to the butt ends of 
his days and ways, a feeble suggestion of what he had 
been when he taught me 20 years before. He was, at this 
stage, a bit of a care. One night some former La Salle 
people took him to dinner and Dan Rodden got to telling 
stories about the old times and we were having fun. He 
was drinking wine, which he was expressly not supposed 
to do. I decided to make the speech I had wanted to hear 
at that testimonial dinner 10 years ago.
“You know, Dan,” I said, “ I sat there all night and 
listened to all your friends tell outrageous lies about how 
great you are, but not once did anybody mention your best 
quality.”
“ I see,” he said, not sure if he were being put on.
“ Nobody mentioned your teaching. Never once did I cut 
any class you taught.”
Coming from a man whose academic transcript did not 
prove an impressive credential, I think Dan Rodden knew 
a compliment when he heard one.
Mr. McCormick, ’58, has spent the last nine years in 
Florida where he is now editor of two magazines, “Gold 
Coast of Florida," based in Fort Lauderdale, and "Indian 
River Life, ” in Vero Beach. Previously he had been senior 
editor of “ Philadelphia" Magazine and a sports- 
writer/columnist for the “Delaware County Daily Times,” in 
Chester, Pa. He is a frequent contributor to “La Salle."
one-year attendance record of 
23,600 patrons— 100.7% of capaci­
ty—-was set in 1970 for productions 
of “ Bitter Sweet” and “ Man of La 
Mancha.”
Thriving on youthful exuberance, 
colorful sets and costumes, and 
highly professional choreography 
and technical competence rather 
than on “ name” performers, MUSIC 
THEATRE was traditionally known 
for its favorable critical acclaim un­
der Rodden’s guiding spirit.
As Ernest Schier, the drama critic 
of the Philadelphia Bulletin once 
said, La Salle’s Music Theatre has 
“earned a reputation for crisp pro­
fessionalism that may well be envied 
by the larger, better known summer 
theatres.”
Although most of his companies 
were comprised of teachers, house­
wives, and students, Rodden took
great pride in watching one of his 
proteges succeed in professional 
theatre. Many did including interna­
tiona lly-know n dancer Judith 
Jamieson, Mary Lou (Cookie) 
Metzger, a regular singer on “The 
Lawrence Welk Show” ; Pat Cronin, 
who appears regularly on TV; Judy 
McMurdo, who played in the New 
York production of “Cabaret,” and 
Steve Rinehart, who served as mu­
sical director for the road company 
of “ Godspell.” Dennis Cunningham, 
who played leads in many of the 
early MUSIC THEATRE produc­
tions, is drama critic for WCBS-TV 
in New York.
Although he had hoped even­
tually to use MUSIC THEATRE as a 
showplace for original material rath­
er than the “ traditional” hits, Rod­
den was convinced that his lifetime 
dream had achieved its goal.
“ I don’t know of any other place 
where kids can get training in musi­
cal com edy,” he once said. 
“ Straight drama, yes, but not musi­
cals. From the start I always wanted 
to do good shows and do them well.
I had the feeling that you could take 
a bunch of kids and achieve a style. 
I didn’t want them to be pro­
fessional. I just wanted them to be 
good. With their youth and vitality 
and with plenty of rehearsals, I knew 
that they'd succeed.”
Rodden had been stricken with 
serious illness prior to the 1966 sea­
son and during the 1973 season of 
MUSIC THEATRE. He recovered af­
ter the first illness but was forced to 
relinquish the managing director’s 
duties prior to summer of 1974. He 




They're feisty, hardworking, and independent and often only 
loosely tied to their political parties
By Murray Friedman and Peter Binzen
Political quiz:
1. The mayor of a major city that was the first to default 
on a loan since the Great Depression. Who is he?
2. Another big city mayor who campaigned for office 
against what he called “ poverty pimps” and “ poverti- 
cians.” Who is he?
3. Before becoming Governor, this politician managed 
to get home and cook supper for her husband every night. 
Who is she?
Aside from their Democratic Party registration, Cleve­
land Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich (1), New York Mayor Ed 
Koch (2) and Connecticut Governor Ella Grasso (3), have 
little in common. Not one of them has gone beyond her—
or his—own political bailiwick. Not one has a national 
constituency. They differ in style, personality and nationali­
ty background—Kucinich is Croat-lrish, Koch Jewish, 
Grasso is Italian-American.
Yet their nationality differences are what unite them. 
They’re a breed of politician from ethnic groups long 
underrepresented in leadership positions who rose to 
office in the late 60s and 70s. The trend has been 
unmistakable: the ethnic “ outs” finally got in. Philadel­
phia’s first Italian-American mayor (Frank L. Rizzo) suc­
ceeded the 297-year-old city’s first Irish-American mayor 
(James H. J. Tate). Pittsburgh’s first Italian-American
Philadelphia’s Mayor Frank L. Rizzo watches Pennsylvania Governor Milton J. Shapp make a point at Philadelphia’s City Hall in 1977.
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POLITICIANS-continued
The white ethnic politicians are pragmatists rather than politicians.
mayor (Richard S. Caliguri) followed Irish-American Peter 
Flaherty. Cleveland elected Ralph J. Perk (Czech) before 
turning to Dennis Kucinich. Michael A. Bilandic (Croat) 
succeeded Richard Daley in Chicago. Abe Beame, New 
York City’s first Jewish mayor, gave way to Ed Koch, 
himself a Jewish immigrant’s son. Milton Shapp was 
Pennsylvania’s first Jewish governor. Ella Grasso was the 
first Italian (and first woman) governor of Connecticut. And 
on and on.
A t  least temporarily, the vaunted Eastern Protestant 
Establishment went into eclipse. Gone from governor’s 
mansions in powerful states are the Harrimans, Rock­
efellers and Scrantons. (What’s left are a Governor Rock­
efeller of West Virginia and Governor DuPont of Dela­
ware.) Gone, too, from city halls are the Lindsays, the Joe 
Clarks and Richardson Dilworths.
The long-term implications of this turnaround are dif­
ficult to discern. What is clear is that just as black power 
was a strong and significant rallying cry in the early 60’s 
the rise of the white ethnic politicians was unmistakable in 
the 70’s. Ironically, some of these newcomers gained 
power as defenders of the old Anglo-Saxon Protestant 
work ethic that WASP politicians had themselves ignored 
or rejected in favor of new values and relaxed standards of 
the youth culture.
Ethnically and in other ways, the new politicians are a 
disparate group. Frank Rizzo, who as a police captain 
cracked down on Philadelphia coffeehouses allegedly 
patronized by homosexuals would seem to have little in 
common with Ed Koch who last June proclaimed “ Gay 
and Lesbian Pride Week” in New York. Yet the new “ ins” 
share certain characteristics. Many are the children of 
immigrants of humble origins, and they make a point of 
keeping close family ties.
Explaining her pattern of cooking for her husband to an 
interviewer Grasso said, “You see, I’m an Italian wife, and 
that makes a difference.” Bilandic’s wife, Heather, socialite 
daughter of Graham J. Morgan, chairman of the U.S. 
Gypsum Co., may not cook supper but she claims to 
prefer life in her husband’s old neighborhood—the 11th 
ward in Chicago’s Bridgeport section—over the swanky 
penthouse where she grew up. “ High-rise living is so 
impersonal,” she told an interviewer. “ Bridgeport is more 
like living in Europe. There are all those specialty shops, 
the chicken shop and the meat market where the butcher 
will cut the meat exactly the way you want it.” Rizzo, who 
grew up in South Philadelphia’s “ Little Italy” but now lives 
in the city’s posh Chestnut Hill, yearns for the old haunts. 
“ If it wasn’t for my wife,” he once said, “ I’d be back in that 
2300 block of South Rosewood.”
The new ethnic politicians with their roots in Eastern 
Europe join a more conventional cadre of non-WASP 
office holders. These are the Irish. There’s nothing new, of
course, about them going into politics and being suc­
cessful. James Curley in Boston, Al Smith in New York and 
Richard Daley in Chicago showed the way long ago—not 
to mention, more recently, John F., Robert F. and Edward 
M. Kennedy. More often, though, Irish politicians have 
functioned primarily as instruments for mobilizing power 
on behalf of others. Such men as New York’s James A. 
Farley and “ Boss” Ed Flynn, Connecticut’s John Bailey 
and Philadelphia’s Jim Finnegan, though skilled practi­
tioners in the art of electoral politics, usually played 
subordinate roles. Now it’s a new ball game. Governor 
Hugh Carey of New York, Governor Jerry Brown of 
California, himself a governor’s son, and U.S. Senator 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York, for example, are 
exercising power in their own right. What links them with 
the new ethnics are similarities in style and substance. 
They stand for many of the same things and they oppose 
many of the same things.
Feisty, hardworking and independent, the new ethnics 
are often only loosely tied to the parties that slated them— 
sometimes out of desperation. Rizzo is a nominal Demo­
crat but his views really fit no traditional political category. 
Pete Flaherty thumbed his nose at Democratic party 
leaders both before and after becoming mayor of Pitts­
burgh.
L ik e  other politicians, the ethnics often seem to offer 
simple answers to complex problems. Many of them now 
are taking distinctly conservative positions in opposing 
busing, public housing, quotas, “ preferential treatment” 
for minorities and what they term “ poverty rip-offs.” Koch 
has cut back on poverty programs, precipitating a public 
quarrel with black leaders. Rizzo has taken such a strong 
stand against programs benefitting blacks that he has 
been seen as polarizing his community. Brown told his 
biographer, J. D. Lorenz: “ Blacks are the wrong symbol in 
the 1970’s.”
Intellectuals also are a favorite target of the ethnic 
politicians. Brown often criticizes the “grand schemes” of 
the “ PhDs” and “ Harvard scholars.” The ethnics claim, 
instead, to speak for the interests of the ordinary working 
stiffs in rowhouse neighborhoods. Though most are Dem­
ocrats, they project themselves as tight-fisted and prudent 
in holding down government costs. In taking Cleveland 
into bankruptcy, Kucinich underlined his urban populism 
by blaming the situation on the banks which refused to 
renew the city’s loans. Rizzo held the line on taxes for four 
years and then, after winning re-election, enacted the 
biggest tax increases in Philadelphia’s history. Brown 
inherited a small state-government surplus from Governor 
Ronald Reagan and built it into a large one. Koch has 
expressed willingness to make “the right kind of enemies” 
in his fight against “corruption in the anti-poverty bureau­
cracy and the entrenched Civil Service.” Governor
6
Michael Dukakis, the son of a Greek immigrant, who lost a 
primary bid for re-election last fall, besides cutting off 
subsidized medical care for welfare recipients, reduced 
cost-of-living increments for welfare families and depen­
dent children in Massachusetts and developed a man­
datory “workfare” program for unemployed fathers that 
won him the title of “Jerry Brown, East.” And Brown, in 
turn, has termed poverty programs “the last refuge of 
scoundrels.”
In taking these tough stands, the ethnic politicians are, 
of course, exploiting the concerns of voters fed up with 
galloping inflation, expanding welfare rolls, government 
waste and high taxes. But such positions come naturally to 
politicians whose parents, many of them immigrants, in­
stilled in their children a belief in hard work, self-discipline 
and respect for family, church and country. Despite his 
posturing, Rizzo, a high school dropout, has always 
worked long and hard at whatever job he tackled. Dukakis 
probably did buy 89₵ socks and his suits probably did 
come from Filene’s bargain basement in Boston, as he 
often has bragged in campaign speeches. An ex-Jesuit 
seminarian, Jerry Brown has made a fetish of self-denial, 
refusing to live in the California governor’s mansion and 
flying to England on one of Freddie Laker’s no-frills, 
discount flights.
Another point about the white ethnic politicians: They 
are pragmatists rather than theoreticians. They avoid moral 
abstractions. It is true that some identify with liberal 
causes. Grasso, for example, has written bills for bigger 
investments in schools, health care, expansion of aid to the 
handicapped and mentally retarded. But something is 
missing. One can’t imagine today’s ethnic politicians 
throwing themselves into a cause on behalf of the poor and 
the powerless with as much passion as some of their 
predecessors once did. (Frances Perkins recalled “ Big 
Tim” Sullivan, boss of New York’s Bowery breathlessly 
running up the hill in Albany to the state house to save a bill 
limiting women’s work week to 54 hours because he had 
“seen me sister go out to work when she was only 14.” ) 
Somewhere along the line some of the new ethnics have 
lost sympathy for society’s rejects who often differ from 
them in pigmentation. In a speech to the General As­
sembly following her re-election, Governor Grasso said 
her priorities would include fending off new taxes while 
Carey submitted early this year what some called a 
“ Republican budget.”
M a n y  of the ethnic politicians are Roman Catholics 
whose thinking has been tempered by a post-Vatican 
Council approach to certain moral questions. Both Carey 
and Brown oppose the death penalty in criminal cases 
while Rizzo, one of the hardest of the hard-liners, favors it. 
Brown supported the Supreme Court decision on abortion
U.S. Ambassador Daniel P. Moynihan appeared pensive after casting a 
veto at a United Nations Security Council meeting, last January.
and believes that homosexuality between consenting 
adults should be a private matter. Carey, though person­
ally opposed to abortion—he is the father of 12 children— 
has supported abortion legislation. Shapp lost support by 
backing abortion and opposing capital punishment. And, 
as has been pointed out, Koch has endorsed equal rights 
for homosexuals. For Jewish ethnic politicians, it seems, 
civil rights and civil liberties still exert a hold.
At times, the pragmatism of these new politicians dis­
solves into opportunism that is truly breathtaking. Before 
becoming the first big-city mayor in history to flunk a lie- 
detector test, Rizzo said: “ If this machine says a man lied, 
he lied.” Later he said: “ It was the people who ran the test 
who did me in.” Brown first opposed tax-cutting Proposi­
tion 13 in California but when overwhelming voter approval 
became evident, he reversed his field and started parcel­
ing out the state surplus to mitigate the impact of the 
measure. As U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations,
La Salle, Spring 1979
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POLITICIANS—continued
Other prominent “ Ethnic Politicians” include (from left): New York Mayor Ed Koch, California Governor 
Jerry Brown, Connecticut Governor Ella Grasso, New York Governor Hugh Carey, Pittsburgh Mayor 
Richard Caliguiri and his predecessor Pete Flaherty, and Cleveland Mayor Dennis Kucinich.
Moynihan promised that his tough stand-up to the Soviet 
Union and Third World Nations line in international rela­
tions would not be a prelude to his running for the Senate. 
But that’s what it proved to be. He and the other new 
politicians apparently agree with Emerson that “a foolish 
consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.”
IVloynihan is, in some respects, the most interesting and 
potentially the most important of the new ethnics in power. 
His name is mentioned, increasingly, as a potential presi­
dential candidate. He grew up hardly knowing his father in 
New York’s Hell’s Kitchen. He worked as a longshoreman 
for a time. Bright, witty and endowed with the Irish gift for 
turning a phrase, he attended tuition-free City College and 
then scaled the cosmopolitan heights as a professor of 
government at Harvard and coauthor (with Nathan Glazer) 
of the classic study of American ethnics, Beyond The 
Melting Pot Entering politics as one of those ‘‘subordinate 
ethnics,” Moynihan over two decades served as an aide to 
Governor Harriman in New York and Presidents Kennedy, 
Johnson, Nixon and Ford in Washington. In these roles, he 
managed to antagonize liberals and conservatives, the rich 
(with his proposal for a Family Assistance Plan) and blacks 
(with his advice to Nixon to lower the rhetoric—“ benign 
neglect”—on racial issues).
If one looks closely at Moynihan’s positions, however, a 
central theme emerges. Like Solzhenitsyn and so many 
ethnics, Moynihan sees a crisis of social organization and 
a decline in moral authority. Like Henry Kissinger, he 
believes that the balance of forces in the world has turned 
against the United States. Unlike the former Secretary of 
State, Moynihan thinks that Americans still have the will to 
resist. In his “ bully pulpit” at the U.N., he pressed this view 
aggressively. Later, in his Democratic primary battle 
against Bella Abzug for a U.S. Senate seat from New York, 
he warned that further defense-spending cuts would 
weaken the nation’s ability to resist the spread of Com­
munism. To many “ethnic” Jews, with their inflamed 
memories of the Holocaust, and Catholic ethnics, 
Moynihan’s belief that there is evil in the world that must be
fought makes good, hard common sense.
Since winning the election, Senator Moynihan has urged 
Roman Catholics to lobby for their special interests. In a 
commencement address at Canisius College, he charged 
that “ the conviction has somehow gone out of Catholic 
institutions and spokesmen that we really do have rights 
here that ought to be pressed.” With Senator Robert 
Packwood (R-Oregon), Moynihan sponsored a con­
troversial bill giving tuition tax credits to parents of private 
and parochial-school students. In a letter circulated 
among the American Catholic hierarchy after the Senate 
voted this down, he wrote, “The institutions associated with 
social progress in American culture are overwhelmingly 
against us on this issue.” He termed the opposition 
“vindictive” and “vicious,” and “ anti-Catholicism 'the' one 
form of bigotry which liberalism curiously seems still to 
tolerate.”
There may be more than a pinch of political pragmatism 
in Moynihan’s rediscovery of his Catholic roots. Yet his 
political consciousness has clearly been molded, in part, 
by his working-class Irish background and Catholic social 
thought. Strengthening the family has been a central 
theme of Moynihan. One of his quarrels with traditional 
liberalism stems from this. The Americans for Democratic 
Action’s support of family policy, he once noted 
sarcastically, was a resolution calling for legislation to 
facilitate “abortion, birth control and divorce.” Moynihan’s 
“ Report on the Negro Family,” which he prepared as 
assistant secretary of labor in Lyndon B. Johnson’s admin­
istration, was intended to spur a national effort to improve 
black family life, which the report said had broken down. 
Instead, Moynihan was bitterly attacked as the messenger 
carrying bad news.
O n e  reason Moynihan went to work for Richard M. 
Nixon—burning still another bridge to traditional liberalism 
—was that the Republican President had promised to work 
for passage of a Family Assistance Plan placing an 
economic floor under the working poor and the poverty- 
stricken. With Nixon’s support the Senate twice passed the
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legislation. It was defeated in the House by a coalition of 
conservatives who viewed the Family Assistance Plan as a 
step towards Socialism and liberals who didn’t think it went 
far enough.
C learly , Moynihan and the other new white ethnic politi­
cians have been aided in their election bids by a broad set 
of social changes as well as by their own energy and 
ambition. In the 1960s, the incomes of many Irish, Polish, 
Italian and other white ethnic groups rose sharply. Increas­
ing numbers sent their children to colleges and pro­
fessional schools, and many moved from city to suburbs. 
Now they stew and fret that high taxes and inflation are 
robbing them of their hard earned gains. Those left behind 
in the old city neighborhoods feel increasingly threatened 
by deteriorating conditions there and they resent black 
demands for greater access to jobs, housing and schools. 
White ethnic voters generally resent being labeled racial 
bigots by some liberals and other elitists who hold their 
values and ways of life in contempt.*
So the white ethnic politicians serve a constituency and 
a broader community that are begging for leadership. How 
have these politicians done?
*Here is a colloquy between Joseph S. Clark, former Philadel­
phia mayor who served two terms in the U.S. Senate, and a 
Philadelphia city councilman in 1973. Clark was testifying 
against a change in the city charter that would permit Philadel­
phia mayors (specifically Frank Rizzo) from serving more than 
two consecutive terms.
Clark: “ . . . I don’t trust the electorate. And I think—and many of 
you will disagree—the electorate of Philadelphia has made many 
mistakes since they made the wise decision of electing me mayor 
in 1951.”
Councilman Harry P. Jannotti, a member of the revision com­
mission: “ Don’t you think that they (the voters) have educated 
themselves?”
Clark: "I wish I did. Of course, this is the hope of democracy, isn’t 
it? And we have all believed that universal compulsory education 
would bring the electorate to a condition where it would be wise 
and could make these decisions without any restrictions at all. I 
don’t think that has come about. . . ”
Jannotti: “ But lately I have noticed—as a councilman and a ward
leader, that more people go in and they split their ticket. . . . 
Haven’t you noticed that lately?”
Clark: “ I may be stubborn about it, Councilman, but I still think 
you need checks and balances on the electorate as well as on 
the elected and appointed offices. I think pure democracy, 
particularly in a world which is constantly shrinking and even 
more complicated, is a disaster.”
On the whole they have been none too successful. And 
there are signs they are beginning to lose out with the 
voters. Rizzo lost a battle for Charter change and cannot 
run again, Bilandic was recently defeated in a primary 
campaign—by an Irish Catholic, Jane Byrne, it is true— 
while Kucinich narrowly faced down recall efforts. Of some 
it might be said (as writer Jeremy Larner said of Jerry 
Brown) that they have provided a politics of “show.” Some 
have manipulated the anxieties and fears of their core 
constituency rather than dealing with their legitimate griev­
ances and appealing to their more generous instincts. 
Many see themselves as outsiders still scaling the walls to 
security and social respectability. And this accounts for 
some of their abrasiveness.
It’s important to note, however, that the ethnic politicians 
came to power in a period of prolonged inflation and 
shifting values. These are times of social fragmentation. It 
is not wholly fair, therefore, to criticize the ethnic politicians 
for their shortcomings as healers. The real issue is whether 
those now in office can rise above the disjointedness of 
these days and the harshness of their own upbringing and 
provide the vision and practical leadership to bring Ameri­
cans together again. On that one, we will just have to wait 
and see.
Dr. Friedman, a lecturer in the college’s Sociology Depart­
ment, is Middle Atlantic States Director of the American 
Jewish Committee, editor of the book, "Overcoming 
Middle Class Rage,” and a frequent contributor to"La 
Salle ." Mr. Binzen, the Metropolitan Editor of the Philadel­
phia "Bulletin,” is author of "Whitetown, U.S.A.” and co­
author with Joseph R. Daughen of “The Cop Who 
Would Be King,” a biography of Mayor Frank L. Rizzo.
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AN IDYLL FOR ST. U'S
By Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I’m going to ask you to bear with me this afternoon, 
because I intend to talk about a personal experience I had 
recently. Last year was a very pleasant one for me; it was 
a sabbatical year which our trustees had authorized when 
I concluded my term as president of La Salle. I spent it at 
Berkeley, writing some literary criticism and some poetry— 
and it was a simulating and profitable experience. The year 
was all the more memorable because of the drought in 
California. For a visitor like myself, that meant only an 
endless succession of sunny days, while the East Coast, 
unfortunately, suffered through one of its nastier winters.
Before I left for the West, some close friends of mine 
asked me to look up their daughter who is studying 
physics at Cal-Berkeley. She had graduated from a small 
Catholic college in California and, somewhat to the family’s 
disappointment, had decided to return to make use of a 
fellowship she had won at Cal. For the purpose of my 
account this afternoon, let me refer to her as Margery 
Major—though, as you may imagine, that isn’t her real 
name.
I had known Margie since she was four years old, at 
which time she used to entertain visitors to the family by 
reading the headlines of the newspapers and reciting the 
names of all the United States. She was precocious, of 
course, but I saw her grow up over the years as a very 
normal girl with a great variety of interests. She certainly 
wasn’t what you might think of simply as a bookworm and 
grind; I think of her rather as a mix of Madame Curie and, 
well, Goldie Hawn.
When I saw her again in Berkeley, I discovered that we 
were both by chance making a serious study of French 
cuisine (the current inspiration was a book of M.F.K. 
Fisher). And so easily enough we fell into a pattern of 
meeting occasionally for lunch, striking out from Sather 
Gate to Le Bistro, Le Bateau Ivre, or even, truth to tell, the 
local “Y” , which offered great soups and a sourdough 
bread we agreed to award three-and-a-half stars.
A s  I learned again to my delight, Margie is a marvelous 
conversationalist. On a given afternoon we might be found 
talking about Truffaut films, atomic quarks and charms, 
country music (she does play a guitar), Edward Gorey, 
God, the Middle East, Juster’s Phantom Tollbooth, sec­
ond-hand bookstores, experimental art, or women’s lib. 
On the last matter, I was duly pressured to become
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acquainted with the books of Joan Didion or Margaret 
Drabble—even at the expense of my favorite mystery 
writers, Ngaio Marsh and P. D. James. I complied to some 
extent—under the threat of being told the endings of 
mystery stories that Margie had read before me.
I n any event the topic we came back to most frequently 
was Margie’s college days. She was still fresh from them 
and already, I suspected, a little nostalgic about them in 
the far larger and sprawling society of the University. What 
soon became apparent was that Margie’s four years at St. 
U’s had made a deep impression on her. Knowing 
absolutely nothing about the place, I must confess that I 
was curious about what seemed to be rather powerful 
educational influences there. For, while she had always 
been someone rather special among younger people I 
encountered, Margie was now a truly exceptional young 
woman.
As she described the college, it came through as small, 
academically high-powered, very lively in a variety of 
ways. But it didn’t seem to be the academic quality as such 
which had the most telling effect—but rather its style, the 
way it went about being a serious school and a joyful 
Christian institution, and the common-sense choices that 
went into that effort. I was surprised, for example, that she 
could do a physics major at such a small college, not 
surprised that most of her upper-division courses were 
taken in a co-op program at a nearby university. She was 
comfortable, then, as she competed now with graduates 
from some rather high-powered departments.
But, again, it wasn’t the substantial major itself that 
seemed to be significant in her experience, but rather how 
it had been related to other parts of the program. Re­
sources were limited, so the academic community had 
decided that if it couldn’t do everything well, it would do at 
least a few things very well. For instance what was special 
on the side of general education (which had the usual 
sampling of several fields), were two programs—a se­
quence in the Great Books and an all-college writing 
requirement. In the first, students and teachers argued 
their way through a good slice of western classics from 
Homer to Einstein. The best days over the eight semesters, 
said Margie, were when two faculty members sat in and, if 
the argument heated up, you got a vivid sense of how 
different disciplines approach a problem. In the second
instance, she had to report there was the ultimate iniquity 
that every teacher marked for good English in every 
assignment. After the basic writing courses, students did 
have the reinforcement, whenever they felt they needed it, 
of a good writing lab. And they did have recourse to it, for 
on the other side of the trenches they also faced a strike- 
force of senior English majors and a few faculty spouses 
who, on a rotating basis, aided and abetted professors in 
reviewing papers. By the time we were seniors, said 
Margie with a smile . . .  I understood that about that time 
they began to realize that they were becoming darned 
good writers.
This all sounded pretty sensible to me. Some acquain­
tance with classic texts in the history of her own and 
related disciplines gave Margie some sophistication about 
how her science was structured, what it was most fun­
damentally about, where it had been and where it was 
going. And she could talk and write about such matters 
with a clarity and zest that was impressive. As curricular 
ploys go, there was nothing really eccentric or even 
exceptional here. But the faculty seemed somehow to 
have made it clear that a program of studies was neither a 
hodgepodge of cafeteria offerings nor a mechanical ac­
cumulation of credits. The curriculum itself seemed to say 
that certain values and skills were paramount—and worth 
working for.
W h a , I was most curious about, however, was the fact 
that Margie had not only a good general education and a 
substantial major but that she had emerged from St. U’s 
with a commitment to gospel values which, I must confess, 
I hadn’t noticed among her considerable accomplish­
ments before. And she seemed to be implying that she 
wasn’t alone among graduates in this matter.
I asked bluntly one afternoon over vichychoisse and 
Chablis at Chez Pannisse, what was the most religiously 
important thing in her four years at the college.
“Thing?” she asked with her best Mona Lisa smile.
“Well, thing or person,” I said.
“Well, to start with things,” she answered, “ it was 
probably the campus paper.”
“That’s either the poetry of hyperbole,” said I, “or you’re 
putting me on.”
“ No, really,” said she, “ it was one of the things Lulu had 
a hand in and that came off quite well.”
Of course, I asked who Lulu was. And it turned out that 
she was the nun who was Dean of the college and who 
was, reported Margie, a mix of Alice in Wonderland and 
Joan of Arc. I wanted to pursue that bit of information, but 
stayed with the campus paper. While there were, I main­
tained, some brilliant exceptions, most campus papers I 
knew weren’t notably concerned with major issues or 
ultimate values. What had Lulu done? Two things, Margie 
reported: got extra money for its budget from an old 
Catholic gentleman in the neighborhood who owned a 
brewery and collected first editions of James Joyce, and, 
secondly, developed a tradition of faculty contributions to 
the feature page. The extra funds had actually been used 
to liven up the production by running a few comic strips— 
“ Doonesbury” and “The Wizard of Id” currently—and to 
recruit, on scholarship, a good editorial cartoonist who had 
a witty comment every week on some situation on campus, 
in the city, or the world. And since the San Francisco 
papers are among the most superficial in the country, she 
also got political science majors to run a “ review of the 
week” on national and international news. As for the 
faculty, they supplied frequent and readable discussions 
on current issues, many of them being able, it seemed, to 
speak authoritatively on some pet theme. One of the 
English profs, for example, was a sharp critic of the media; 
a biologist published good material on medical ethics in
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On a sun-drenched, crystal clear afternoon I drove up Route 1
the journals, as well as more popular discussions in the 
paper; the senior economist knew as much about the 
situation of migrant workers as anyone in the country. And 
Margie’s physics prof was a leader of the “ No Nukes” 
campaign.
But in class, she said, she got straight physics. She first 
became aware of Henderson’s related moral concerns in a 
searing article in the campus paper in which he argued 
that even if the spread of nuclear capability to smaller 
nations didn’t bring about a major atomic disaster, we 
would pollute ourselves into a crisis by multiplying nuclear 
plants and surrounding ourselves with their wastes. Margie 
was a militant convert to this cause; she made it clear that 
she was committed already to research in nuclear fusion— 
and that she was going to be a part of the breakthrough to 
safe, clean, and abundant energy for the country and the 
world.
A s  she described it, there seemed to be a fever of 
dialogue and argument on that little campus. Perhaps not 
everyone, but a critical mass of people seemed to have 
some concern that they could bring expertise to, some­
thing which had a moral dimension they wanted to discuss 
with others on campus. It all sounded pretty heady and 
pretty contagious, whether in the paper, in lectures and 
forums, or in the Tuesday evening dinners which small 
groups of students had with faculty and their families—
something else Lulu had somehow found the funding for.
I wanted, in fact, to get back to Lulu, but Margie was due 
back at the lab that afternoon and ran off.
The following week lunch was a rather minimal affair of 
yogurt and French macaroons (life always being filled with 
compromises, we agreed). Margie was going out to dinner 
with her boyfriend that evening. As an adopted uncle, I 
was prepared to thoroughly dislike this young man, who 
was mentioned for the first time that day and couldn’t 
possibly be worthy of Margie, law school student or no. 
She must have guessed what I was thinking, because she 
said she’d bring him next week, and I’d like him. He was, 
she maintained, an incipient mix of Clarence Darrow and, 
well, Robert Redford.
I wanted to get back to Lulu and to the “ No Nukes” 
demonstration, where, she had mentioned just in passing, 
she had been arrested. But again, Margie took the lead in 
the conversation by asking what I thought of ecstasy. 
Needless to say, I asserted that I was generally in favor of 
it, but had to plead profound ignorance. This Margie 
declined to accept, maintaining that ecstasy was more 
general in life than people thought, and that, in particular, 
it was what prayer was intended for. Of course, these 
conclusions had been reached at St. U’s, apparently as a 
result of three experiences—having one of her French 
teachers recommend Simone Weil’s book, Waiting for 
God; meeting Dorothy Day, when she came to talk on 
different occasions on campus (there was some very 
special inner peace and radiance about her, she ex­
plained); and finally, there were “desert days.” I had given 
up being surprised, so I just waited for an explanation of 
“desert days.” These apparently were days spent out 
alone and fasting on the Big Sur, where Lulu ran a 
weekend retreat twice a year. It was there she learned—if 
only as a beginning—what God’s presence means. It was 
a marvelous practice, she said, and with only the slightest 
of glances at my middle-aged paunch, she recommended 
it on a monthly basis, promising all sorts of benefits to 
body and soul. I countered with the assertion that dieting 
was an intolerably pagan practice. But we did agree finally 
that a sensible Christian could alternate fasting with feast­
ing, plain praying, perhaps, with ecstasy.
I think it was two weeks later over a fine pot au feu with 
a good mellow Zinfandel in the sunlit garden of the Bistro, 
and with her young man in tow, that we got to what you
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would have to call Margie’s theology of education. Her line 
of reasoning was simply that God is a trinity of Persons in 
a dialogue of love—and so individual Christians and their 
institutions have to reflect, have to be involved in that same 
kind of dialogue.
B y  that time, I was beginning to see the point as far as 
studies were concerned. It wasn’t sufficient to have a 
curriculum in Homer and physics to which you added a 
solid program in theology. There had to be some way to 
relate the two, in the middle ground, to current problems, 
for instance, of racism, civil-rights, abortion, and inflation. 
And this was what St. U’s seemed to do in the ferment of 
discussion and argument in the campus paper, forums, 
Tuesday night dinners, and retreats—informally, casually 
perhaps, but dynamically, dialogically, and persistently.
Margie admitted she wasn’t clear how the notion of 
dialogue worked out in other dimensions of the institution. 
She was convinced there was a real community at St. U’s 
that transcended the usual red-tape jungle and the 
divisions of faculty, administration, and students—but how 
this had come about she wasn’t sure. As far as the whole 
dimension of activities—she trailed off into examples: the 
Director of Athletics, a mother of four, who treated every 
member of her teams like another daughter, or the 
chaplain who provided meaningful liturgies, but had also 
been with her on the picket line.
D u rin g  all of this neither George, the boyfriend, nor I 
could get a word in. When we were finally given the 
opportunity, we found ourselves suggesting that it all 
sounded splendid, but, well, perhaps, a bit idealistic? 
Students we knew, let alone faculty, just didn’t act this way. 
Margie laughed and simply said, “ Oh, no?” It occurred to 
us that perhaps she herself was the smiling answer that, 
yes, they could.
The conversation drifted off, then, to the law school at 
Berkeley—where, paradoxically, George was studying 
with two great Catholic scholars, John Noonan and Ste­
phen Kutner—and to the grim fortress of a Newman Club 
that had been built on College Avenue. I found myself 
agreeing more often than I had thought possible with the 
blond mustachioed George, and in the end, liking him 
much more than I had intended.
I saw Margie for the last time that semester at a mime 
show in Sproul Plaza. We hadn’t been able to get together 
for lunch that week, but we were sharing a bag of jelly- 
bellies, the gourmet jelly beans that had become so 
popular. She was headed back East to see the family and 
to assist in a research project at Princeton that summer. I 
would be at my book of criticism a bit longer and would 
then be leaving Berkeley for my teaching duties back at La 
Salle. I had a lot of unanswered questions—I never did get 
back to Lulu—but I started to file them away, hoping that I 
would see her again and soon.
The weekend after that, however, I was down to say 
good-bye to some friends in Palo Alto. It occurred to me 
that I could go back along the coast by Route 1 and stop 
to see St. U.’s, perhaps even run into Lulu. I followed the 
pencilled map that Margie had left with me, for just such an 
eventuality—though, of course, I would much rather have 
seen it with her and benefitted from commentary on the 
spot.
It was a sun-drenched and crystal-clear afternoon. I 
reached the intersection of Rt. 1 with Rt. 7 that she had 
marked, went north a quarter of a mile beyond, and parked 
my car. A broad and shining green meadow, with pools of 
purple and white wild-flowers, sloped peacefully down to 
the palisade while the foaming Pacific tide crashed on the 
great rocks below. It was a lovely spot. But there was no St. 
U.’s.
That college had been explained to me at some length, 
but it now occurred to me that not even the name had 
actually been spelled out. Was it St. Hugh’s? Or was it
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She is a young wom an who has decided to do  
something magnificent with her life.
simply U for St. Eulalia (however you spell that)? Or was it 
simply, perhaps, Wholly You or Holy Utopian? The last 
wasn’t a bad idea, really. This was the 500th anniversary of 
St. Thomas More, and Margie, it struck me, was indeed a 
mix of his learned and witty daughter, Margaret Roper, 
and, well, Jane Fonda. Perhaps, then, I was meant to see 
that wherever she had been to college, Margie had de­
veloped a model of what that school should have been. 
But more than that, she had decided to live that model 
herself and to do her darnedest to move the school in that 
direction. Utopian or not, it was a matter wholly for you: 
was that the message?
O n  the plane trip back to Philadelphia, I did two things.
I checked off for myself why it was that we did not yet have 
a St. U.’s, why it tended to be only a theoretical model for 
what my college or any other might be. It was, I’m afraid, 
a dreary list: we were uptight about survival in the '80’s; 
preoccupied with working out a philosophy of co-educa­
tion or single-sex education; scurrying into career pro­
grams in reaction to the job market; working to have our 
students achieve the American dream—or a cham­
pionship in athletics; revising the core curriculum, with a 
nudge here and there, but no great shakes. We were busy 
about many things; perhaps not enough about the one 
thing necessary (or do I mean, person?).
The other thing I did on the plane was to write to Margie, 
but in verse of sorts. It wasn’t a very good poem, and it 
didn’t come near saying what I wanted to say. But I thought 
I would share it with you; I called it “The Bridge to St. U.’s.”
Yes, it was a swinging bridge, 
my hip young friend,
between the bluff of your sincerity, 
my perch of willing innocence.
But it served one afternoon a week
for a little nimble chatter,
for some lunch in the heady air.
What lay beyond the bridge 
I saw at last
was your free and cloudless dream,
a land I had no passport for,
though had indeed to see,
so much it shone
beyond that easy and pacific west,
that trance of sunny days.
But, with the seasons’ flight 
I do recall the colder east 
is work and all that jazz.
So I go, you understand, 
perforce
and say goodbye 
reluctantly.
Take care. A sip of capuccino?
Take care. You will be back?
Take care—of dreams and atoms 
and one green meadow by the sea.
A n d  so St. U.’ remains a rather pure ideal—at least until 
Margie, after her brilliant breakthrough in nuclear fusion 
goes back to build it in that meadow above the Pacific— 
and succeeds Lulu as Dean.
Perhaps you’re wondering now that you know there is 
no St. U’s, whether there is really a Margie Major. Let me 
assure you that there is indeed. I will have to confess that, 
in order not to embarrass her, I’ve put her on the West 
Coast, though actually these conversations took place not 
too far from here. She is, I think I’ve made it clear, a young 
woman who has decided to be magnificent and to do 
something magnificent with her life—for others and for the 
Lord.
Let me confess to you finally that Margie was actually a 
student right here at La Salle—and she is here this 
afternoon. As I’ve been talking about her, she has been 
sitting out there, smiling at me and trying to forgive me for 
all of this to-do.
And all I can say is, “Take care. Take care of La Salle.”
This parable, Brother Daniel Burke indicates, was adapted 
from a talk given last fall at Cabrini College (with due apol­
ogies to the original audience) for presentation to a meet­
ing of “ Women United for a Better La Salle. "
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La Salle's freshmen com pare favorably with their national 
counterparts, according to this comprehensive survey  
focusing on their objectives, attitudes, and expectations
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’82-continued
La Salle, the first choice for 82 per cent of the respondents, was
A \  national survey focusing on the objectives, attitudes, 
and expectations of college freshmen was completed by 
599 members of the La Salle College Class of 1982. This 
survey was developed jointly by the American Council on 
Education (ACE) and the University of California, Los 
Angeles (UCLA) and was completed by the students 
during the summer of 1978.
The summarization of data for La Salle’s freshman class 
of 1982 was completed by Dr. Shelly Marged Weber, of 
the Counseling Center staff.
The total of 599 students surveyed is approximately two- 
thirds of the total number of entering La Salle freshmen, 
and comparisons with freshmen on a national basis and 
references to La Salle freshmen specifically are based on 
this sample. It must be noted, however, that ACE/UCLA 
urges that comparisons between institution-specific data 
and national norms be made with caution as the student 
sample completing the form may not be representative of 
the class as a whole.
La Salle College was the first choice for eighty-two 
percent (82%) of the respondents and was selected 
primarily on the basis of academic reputation, with seven­
ty-two percent (72%) indicating this as one of the most 
significant reasons. Other reasons rated as being impor­
tant for selecting La Salle were “offers special education 
programs” (20%), “advice of someone who attended” 
(17%), “offered financial assistance” (16%), and “wanted 
to live at home” (15%).
As they approached the beginning of their college 
years, the freshmen surveyed estimated the chances as 
being “very good” that they will “get a bachelor’s degree” 
(86%), “ be satisfied with college” (76%), “ find a job in 
preferred field” (68%), “ make at least a ‘B’ average” 
(62%), and “get a job to pay college expenses” (55%).
From among 18 possible objectives, the four most 
frequently endorsed as being either essential or very 
important were “ help others in difficulty” (74%), “ be an 
authority in my field” (73%), “ raise a family” (68%), and 
“develop philosophy of life” (67%). Some of the least 
frequently endorsed objectives were “ influence political 
structure” (14%), “theoretical contributions to science” 
(11%), “achieve in a performing art” (10%), and “create 
artistic work” (8%).
The freshmen were also asked to indicate what degree 
of development (large, moderate, small, or no degree) 
they hoped to attain in each of 10 competencies. Table 1 
presents the percentages of students entering La Salle in 
1974, 1975, 1976, and 1978 who hoped to attain either a 
large or moderate degree of development in these com­
petencies.
The competencies showing the largest increase in 
freshmen expectations for “ large degree of development”
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over four years of research analysis are writing skills (18% 
increase), self-development (17% increase), critical ex­
amination of values (13% increase), and development of 
leadership qualities (12% increase).
Here are some comparisons of La Salle freshmen with a 
national sample of four-year college and university stu­
dents:
Among freshmen nationally, one woman in four (25%) is 
planning a career in business, law, or medicine. The La 
Salle figure for women is almost double the national 
statistic and indicates that almost one out of every two 
female students (45%) is anticipating a career in these 
areas. This La Salle figure represents a considerable 
increase (13%) over similar career plans of La Salle 
women in 1976, 32% of whom planned to enter these 
fields. The La Salle freshmen men also continue to plan on 
careers in these areas at a much higher rate (66%) than 
the national percentage for freshmen males (38%), yet 
there has not been any significant increase in the La Salle 
selections for males for the past seven years.
One of seven La Salle freshmen women (14%) indicated 
an “ undecided” career goal, while one of ten La Salle men 
(10%) selected this response option. These figures fol­
lowed national trends for freshmen, with ten percent (10%) 
men and thirteen percent (13%) women unsure of their 
career plans.
The two general college majors most frequently chosen 
by La Salle freshmen were business (39%) and social 
science (12%). The professional fields of study (nursing, 
pre-med, pre-dentistry, etc.) and biological sciences were 
next in order of selection with ten percent (10%) and eight 
percent (8%) of the students selecting these options 
respectively. La Salle freshmen entering in 1976 chose 
business as a primary interest (34%) yet indicated a 
stronger preference for biological sciences (16%), and a 
lesser interest in the social sciences (9%) than their 1978 
counterparts. Nationwide the two most preferred majors 
were business (21%), professional (14%), education 
(12%), and the arts and humanities (11%).
D  espite recent reports of unemployment among per­
sons with advanced training, a considerable proportion of 
new freshmen are planning to engage in educational 
pursuits beyond the undergraduate level. Nationally, sixty 
percent (60%) of the entering freshmen plan to pursue 
graduate or professional degrees. A comparable per­
centage of La Salle freshmen (61%) expressed similar 
plans. These figures were slightly lower than the 1976 
percentages for both students on a national scale (63%) 
and students who specifically matriculated to La Salle 
(67%).
selected primarily for its academ ic  reputation.
A t  four-year colleges and universities, seventy-three 
percent (73%) of the entering freshmen had a “ B” average 
or better (i.e., a B, B+, A - ,  A, or A+ average). At La Salle 
eighty-six percent (86%) of the entering freshmen re­
sponding to the survey had a similar high school grade 
average. Nationally, this figure has increased from fifty-two 
percent (52%) in 1969; at La Salle, this figure has ranged 
from eighty-eight percent (88%) in 1972 to a low of eighty- 
three percent (83%) in 1974. In response to the statement 
“grading in high school had become too easy,” sixty-six 
(66%) of the national sample expressed agreement, while 
only fifty-one percent (51%) of the La Salle freshmen 
agreed. Apparently, both students on a national level and 
on the La Salle campus were feeling the impact of “grade 
inflation” as the figures reflected a six percent (6%) and 
five percent (5%) increase respectively over the 1976 data.
These high school records may influence expectations
of performance in college. Forty-two percent (42%) of 
freshmen nationwide expect to make a “ B” average in 
college, compared to thirty-nine percent (39%) in 1975 
and twenty-four percent (24%) in 1971. Sixty-two percent 
(62%) of the La Salle respondents expect to make a “ B” 
average during their college years.
Also, twelve percent (12%) of the freshmen in 1978 
expect to graduate with honors, while ten percent (10%) in 
1975 and four percent (4%) in 1968 had these expecta­
tions. Twenty-four percent (24%) of the La Salle freshmen 
indicated that they also expect honors upon graduation.
In terms of political orientation, the La Salle freshmen 
have continued the trend of identifying more with a 
“ Middle of the Road” philosophy and indicate a declining 
identification with a “ Far Left/Liberal” philosophy. Since 
1972, the percentage of students identifying with a “ Far 
Left/Liberal” philosophy has dropped from 44% to 28%
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while those supporting “ Middle of the Road” have climbed 
from 42 to 58%.
When asked if there was “any concern about your ability 
to finance your college education,” fifty-seven percent 
(57%) of the La Salle freshmen indicated that they had 
“some” concern (49% nationally) and twenty percent 
(20%) expressed “major” concern (16% nationally). Thir­
ty-four percent of La Salle’s freshmen who responded to 
the survey indicated that they will hold a part-time job to 
help finance their college education (24% nationally). 
These figures reflect a dramatic decrease from the 1976 
data with the local and national figures calculated at fifty- 
five percent (55%) and forty-nine percent (49%) respec­
tively. Students are apparently planning to finance their 
education through alternate means including state and 
national scholarships, grants, and loans.
In a survey of opinions on a number of issues, four out 
of five students agreed that the government is not doing 
enough to control pollution (86% agreement) and that the 
government should do more to discourage energy con­
sumption (83% agreement); and seventy-one percent 
(71%) agreed that the government is not doing enough to 
protect the consumer from faulty goods and services. The 
degree of agreement is very similar to the national figures.
On other national issues La Salle freshmen felt that 
criminals had too many rights, (67% La Salle agreement, 
65% national agreement), a national health care plan is 
needed (67% La Salle agreement, 60% national agree­
ment), marijuana should be legalized (45% La Salle 
agreement, 45% national agreement), and that “ busing is 
O.K. to achieve a racial balance in schools” (28% La Salle 
agreement, 40% national agreement).
Both men and women entering La Salle strongly agree 
that “women should get job equality” (100% agreement for 
women, 92% agreement for men); but in response to the 
statement “the activities of married women are best con­
fined to the home and family,” only twelve percent (12%) 
of La Salle women agreed as compared to thirty-one 
percent (31%) of La Salle men.
Differences in attitudes between men and women were 
also found on the subject of sexual conduct. Only eleven 
percent (11%) of the female freshmen agreed that “ if two 
people really like each other, it’s all right for them to have 
sex even if they’ve known each other for only a very short 
time” as compared to forty-two percent (42%) of the male 
sample. On a national level, twenty-eight percent (28%) of 
the freshmen women and sixty-one percent (61%) of the 
freshmen men indicated agreement with this sexual prac­
tice.
Similarly, twenty-six percent (26%) of the La Salle men 
and thirty-four percent (34%) of the La Salle women 
agreed that “a couple should live together for some time 
before deciding to get married.” Nationally, thirty-five 
percent (35%) of the women and forty-eight percent (48%) 
of the men agreed with this statement.
The philosophical orientation to college continues to 
stress the part of college life existing outside the classroom 
or laboratory. This “collegiate” orientation has been en­
dorsed by over fifty percent (50%) of the freshmen in all 
but one of the nine classes surveyed between 1965 and 
1978. Following a decline in the percentage of students 
endorsing the “vocational” orientation, there continues to 
be considerable student interest in the pursuit of a college 
education to obtain training for a chosen field.
FRUIT
Here's a CLoser Look at Some of Members of La Salle's Class of '82
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JAMES BUTLER/Picking a 
C ollege "Sight-Unseen"
When Jim Butler (no relation to La Salle’s English 
professor of the same name) was attending Bishop Moore 
High School, in Orlando, Florida, he heard that La Salle 
had a reputation as a challenging school with good 
standards and an excellent reputation for English and 
religion. He was so impressed that he decided to attend 
the college “sight-unseen.” So far it’s been a positive 
experience. “ I’m very pleased so far,” he says. “ It’s a great 
place here because I can still be Jim Butler. Nobody is 
going to baby you here. You plan your own schedule and 
do the things you want to do.” Although it’s his first time 
away from home, Jim says that dorm life at La Salle is a 
“wonderful experience” despite the fact that he occasion­
ally feels homesick. “This is the first and only time in your 
life that you can share a real community relationship,” he 
explains. Jim expects to make application as an aspirant to 
the Christian Brothers during his sophomore year and 
eventually hopes to teach medieval English and Biblical 
tradition on the university level. For relaxation, he enjoys 
an occasional night out with his classmates. “ I play a 
terrible game of chess,” he says. “ I’m mediocre in hearts
LORI KRADINSKI/There's M uch 
More to C o llege Than 
A cadem ics
As a senior at Archbishop Wood High School last year, 
Lori Kradinski was looking for a small Catholic college, 
preferably in Philadelphia because she wanted to be 
exposed to life in a major city after growing up in the 
suburban atmosphere of Hatboro, Pa. She “ fell in love” 
with La Salle during a “ Discover the Difference” orientation 
program sponsored by the college’s Admissions Office 
last year, primarily because of the personal attention she 
received from college officials. “ Even the letters were 
personalized,” she recalls. “They were addressed ‘Dear 
Lori,’ not ‘Dear student,’ like so many other colleges.” Lori 
lives in the dorms and has been very happy with college 
life so far. “ La Salle is very community-oriented,” she 
says. “ Everyone makes you feel like an adult. There is also 
a lot more to college than academics. I’m learning much 
more about people. I used to think that I was impatient and 
intolerant with people who maybe didn’t agree with me but 
I think I’m coming out of that.” Lori started as a political 
science major but will probably switch to English, with Law 
School as her ultimate goal. She became a Student 
Government Association Senator and became involved 
with a few other campus projects when she arrived, 
activities which she now realizes were a little too “ time- 
consuming.” She says that she was a “ little dissatisfied” 
with her academic progress after the first semester but 
feels that she now has her studies under control. “ I didn’t
but a real killer in checkers.” Any difference between high 
school and college? “ Here you see a world’s reflection in 
front of you,” he explains. “ In high school you read 30 
pages.” Academically, Jim’s reflection has been perfect so 
far. He’s carrying a 4.0 index after one semester.
concentrate on my studies enough,” she says. “ I was too 
concerned with meeting people and making friends.” Lori 
has two older sisters—one in medical school, the other a 
nurse—and a younger brother. She hasn’t had the op­
portunity to pursue one of her favorite interests—horse­
backriding—since enrolling at La Salle but does spend 
some time playing the guitar and singing, and working as 
a work-study student in the cafeteria. Her impressions of 
college so far? “ I really love it!”
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DARYL LANDGRAF/A S tepping 
Stone to the Fashion World
As the oldest of three children in her family, Daryl 
Landgraf didn’t know what to expect in college. “ I had no 
idea what it was like,” she recalls. My friends would say 
things like ‘College is great,’ but I was a little apprehensive 
about the work in college and whether I’d be able to do it. 
Daryl also applied to a couple of women’s schools during 
her senior year at Haddonfield (N.J.) Memorial High 
School but started to lean toward La Salle when she 
decided to major in marketing instead of education which 
she had considered for a time. “ I wanted to leave Haddon­
field and do something different with my life,” she says. ‘‘I 
wanted to prepare myself for the future and meet new 
friends. I had heard about La Salle’s reputation as a good 
business college and was really happy with the campus 
and the friendly people when I came for my first glance. I 
thought this is where I want to go. I have no regrets. It’s 
been a challenge learning to cope with your studies and 
social life. Everything is faster. You’re on your own and 
have more responsibility. That’s the way I like it.” Daryl is 
aiming for a career marketing and merchandising wom­
en’s fashions. She has worked for a couple of bridal shops 
and has lined up a summer job with a women’s apparel 
store in Haddonfield. “ I’m really looking forward to a 
career in fashions,” she says. “There are changes every 
day in the women’s clothing field. Besides, I love to travel.
KATFIY BESS/She's Not By 
Herself, After All
Kathy Bess considered a number of colleges during her 
senior year at Philadelphia’s Cardinal Dougherty High 
School. She was looking for a small school with a good 
women’s basketball program and narrowed her choice 
down to La Salle, St. Joseph’s, Immaculata, and Penn 
State. “ I made a list and wrote down on paper the things 
that I liked and disliked about each school,” she recalls. 
“ La Salle had more ‘likes’ and less ‘dislikes,’ so La Salle 
became my choice.” Kathy has not regretted her decision. 
“ La Salle is more of a community with a lot of communica­
tion and involvement,” she says. “ I have had more 
chances to meet new friends. In high school I didn’t get to 
know too many people because the school was so large. 
Now at La Salle I’m meeting new people and finding out 
that they went to Dougherty.” Kathy enrolled through the 
college’s “Academic Discovery Program” which is funded 
through Pennsylvania’s Higher Education Equal Op­
portunity Act to provide tutoring and counseling support 
services for selected students. She has gotten off to a good 
start academically as a liberal arts major and hopes to 
eventually concentrate either in social studies education or 
computer science. She has also become one of the best 
players on the women’s basketball varsity and will proba-
And there are tremendous opportunities for women in the 
business world.” Daryl was involved in a number of 
extracurricular activities in high school but has limited her 
La Salle social involvement so far to the sorority. She likes 
the outdoors and enjoys sewing and cooking. “The only 
problem with the city,” she adds, “there are not too many 
places to walk or ride your bike.”
bly spend the summer working at various basketball 
camps conducted by such people as Cathy Rush and 
Dick Lloyd. Kathy works part-time in Hayman Hall and 
likes to write poetry, sing, and play the guitar in her spare 
time. “ I like college very much,” she says. “ I expected to 
come here and be by myself. I was pleasantly surprised by 
the friendly way that freshmen are received.”
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JAMES FISHER/"I Never 
Thought I'd Learn So M uch in 
Such a Short Time"
“ I was really worried about what it would be like in 
college,” says Jim Fisher, who graduated first in his class 
at Philadelphia’s Cardinal Dougherty High School. “ But it’s 
been great. It’s been a tremendous experience. I never 
thought I would learn so much in such a short time.” Fisher 
made his collegiate decision early in his senior year. Fie 
didn’t want to go away to college and he had heard 
favorable comments about the reputation of La Salle’s 
chemistry department as well as its impressive record of 
placing people in graduate school. “The atmosphere for 
learning is much better at La Salle,” he says. “ It’s not just 
a ‘think tank’ like some other institutions. They never force 
you to learn here. They make you want to learn. For 
example, I never enjoyed history as much as I have this 
year. And there’s so much flexibility. Teachers are ac­
cessible. They have time for the individual. You’re not lost 
here.” Jim hopes to earn a Ph.D. in chemical engineering 
with a stopover along the way for some experience in 
industry. Meanwhile, he is determined to obtain as well- 
rounded an education as possible. He has “fallen in love” 
with music and is teaching himself guitar, developing his 
own style for an esthetics course in philosophy. Later, he 
intends to write his own music. He'also has an extensive
PATRICK DONOHOE/Fol lowing 
in the Family Footsteps
If his first semester performance is any indication, 
Patrick Donohoe has made the adjustment to college 
exceedingly well. He has a perfect 4.0 index. “To be 
honest, I expected college to be much more difficult,” says 
the La Salle High graduate. “ Not that it’s been particularly 
easy. But once you get over the first couple of weeks you 
get settled in fairly well.” Pat comes from an academically- 
orientated family and would like to follow in his parents’ 
footsteps someday. His dad, Francis X., ’55, teaches 
English at Frankford High School and is also a member of 
La Salle’s Evening Division faculty. His mom, Mary Lou, 
’77, teaches at Abington High School, and his sister, 
Kathy, is a sophomore at the college. Pat says he really 
enjoyed his years at La Salle High and would like to teach 
there and coach soccer someday. Although much of his 
decision to attend La Salle College was based on “eco­
nomic” reasons, Pat was also influenced by his pleasant 
experience with the Christian Brothers at the high school 
as well as his family’s association with the college. A 
member of Student Council, the Band (bass guitar and 
tuba), dramatic activities and the soccer team at La Salle 
High, Pat will probably limit his collegiate extracurricular 
activities to coach Bill Wilkinson’s soccer varsity, the 
college newspaper, and a work-study job (currently 15
(but “ totally neglected” ) stamp collection. “There’s an 
awful lot of things I’d like to do,” he says. “ It’s just a matter 
of fitting them in.” The middle child of two older brothers 
and a pair of younger sisters, Jim has done remarkably 
well in college despite suffering a personal tragedy when 
his dad died suddenly last summer. But the future does 
look bright. “When I came here my entire circle of friends 
didn’t venture from Cardinal Dougherty,” he recalls. “ But 
there’s so much more to gain now. So much more to learn 
and share with each other.”
hours a week in the Hayman Hall Equipment Room). For 
relaxation he plays the piano and, last winter, coached a 
Little League basketball team of 9 to 11-year-olds at the 
Glenside Youth Athletic Club near his home. “ I guess the 
biggest adjustment to college is the size,” he says. “ Going 
from a school with 200 in your class to one with 900 
students. But it hasn’t been difficult meeting people. The 
soccer players take you right in; there are 56 of my (high 
school) classmates here, and I can always spend some 
time with my sister and her friends in the dorms.”
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DOROTHY JANNELU/lt Pays To 
Develop G ood Study Habits
A biology major from Philadelphia’s St. Maria Goretti 
High School, Dorothy Jannelli hopes to follow in the 
footsteps of her father, Anthony, ’39, a D.O., and sister, 
Angela, an M.D., and become the third doctor in the 
family. She’s the youngest of five children. Two older 
brothers attend La Salle—Paul is in the MBA program and 
Pete is a junior majoring in criminal justice. It was through 
her dad and two brothers that Dorothy developed an early 
interest in La Salle during her freshman year in high 
school. She has not been disappointed. “ It’s lots of work 
but I expected that,” she explains. “ I like having freedom.
I wouldn’t leave here for anything. I like the small college 
atmosphere. In high school it was all discipline and they 
pushed you every day. But I developed good study habits 
and I worked very hard to be number one.” Still, Dorothy 
admits to having some difficulties adjusting to college. She 
doesn’t particularly like commuting and finds that it has 
taken a while to get used to her new environment. “ I had a 
terrible fear that you could be thrown out if you had one 
failure,” she says. “ But my brothers have helped. I went to 
them for advice. I complained to them. I cried to them. And 
they have made it much easier for me to adjust.” Dorothy, 
incidentally, has absolutely no reason to be afraid.
DAVID DUNDORE/Don't 
Underestimate the 
Im portance of Choosing a 
C ollege
During his senior year at Lebanon (Pa.) High School, 
David Dundore decided that he wanted a nice, small-sized 
college that was fairly inexpensive. Not one with thousands 
and thousands of students. La Salle was the only school 
that he applied to. “ I assumed that I would apply to other 
schools later,” he recalls, “ but when I saw La Salle I 
decided right then to go there.” David has experienced a 
“ pretty good year” as a mathematics major. “ I probably 
underestimated the importance of picking a college,” he 
admits. “ I could have looked deeper into all of the aspects 
of the collegiate experience, but I always thought the 
college was what you made it. But I’m happy. I have no 
regrets. La Salle is not that large area-wise. The buildings 
are not spread out. But there’s everything here that any 
other college offers.” Academically, Dundore recently 
came to the realization that he is now experiencing “the 
most difficult semester I’ll probably have in all four years.” 
He is taking three Honors courses as well as advanced 
mathematics and computer sections, and eventually 
hopes to work for a major corporation in one of these 
fields. Dave started in the backcourt on the great 1977-78 
Sam Bowie-led Lebanon High School quintet that went to 
the state finals against Schenley High but decided not to
Academically she’s doing very well. As far as extracur­
ricular activities go, she has left her freshman year open for 
studies. Eventually she wants to join such activities as the 
Commuter Coalition and biology fraternity.
continue basketball in college. How does he like Philadel­
phia? “ Philly is a tough city to figure out,” he says. “ It’s 




Plans Announced for “Campus Boulevard”
A “Campus Boulevard Corridor Con­
sortium" comprised of 11 educational, 
health care, and social service institu­
tions, has been formed to develop and 
implement in cooperation with neigh­
borhood organizations a com ­
prehensive plan for community and ec­
onomic development and housing in the 
vicinity of Broad St. and Olney Ave.
Members of the CBCC include the 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, Central 
High School, Germantown Dispensary 
and Hospital, Gratz College, La Salle 
College, Manna Bible' Institute, Moss 
Rehabilitation Hospital, Philadelphia 
Geriatric Center, Philadelphia High 
School for Girls, Widener Memorial 
School, and the Willowcrest Bamberger 
Nursing Home.
La Salle College’s President Brother 
Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., has been 
elected chairperson of the consortium- 
believed to be the first of its kind in the 
nation—whose members are located for 
a mile-and-a-half stretch along Olney 
Ave. and Chew St. between 10th St. and 
Church Lane.
William P. Miller, a senior community 
development officer from the U.S. De­
partment of Housing and Urban De­
velopment, has been assigned to serve 
as a special assistant to La Salle’s presi­
dent to coordinate the consortium for a 
period of two years through provisions 
of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act.
The consortium is also being assisted 
by La Salle College's Urban Studies 
Center which has been working for the 
past ten years with community organiza­
tions in the Germantown area.
“ Our goal is to assist in making the 
area a strong employment center, a 
desirable business and shopping area, 
and a pleasant environment in which to 
live, worship, and obtain a quality 
education and health care,” said 
Brother Ellis. “To this end, the con­
sortium is committed to working in a 
four-way partnership—neighborhood 
residents, business, government, and 
institutions—to implement a com­
prehensive revitalization program for the 
area.”
La Salle’s president pointed out that
the Campus Boulevard Corridor (Olney 
Ave.) is one of the largest employment 
centers outside of Center City with ap­
proximately 7,500 employees in the 
member institutions alone sharing in a 
combined annual payroll which ex­
ceeds $66 million. In addition, nearly 
12,000 people reside in the area which 
includes five distinct residential neigh­
b o r h o o d s  and the cor r i dor ' s  
crossroads, Broad and Olney, which is 
the second busiest transportation center 
and transfer point outside of Center City.
“We have taken the step of uniting in 
this common purpose,” added Brother 
Ellis, “ Because of our realization that the 
health of the neighborhood, the City of 
Philadelphia, and our institutions are 
inevitably linked together. We have a 
tradition of offering a wide range of 
quality services, activities, and facilities 
which serve to encourage people to live 
in and visit Philadelphia.”
Brother Ellis said that most of the 
members of the consortium have made 
“substantial" capital investments during 
the past three years—investments pri-
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Award recipients at the college’s annual Basketball Banquet on March 29 were (from left): Reggie 
Miller (“Most Dedicated” ), Darryl Gladden (for new college “assist” record), Kevin Lynam (“ Most 
Improved”), All American Michael Brooks (“ Most Valuable”), and Tony Plakis (“Senior Award”).
marily related to improving the quality of 
service, enhancing the environment and 
providing increased safety. "We expect 
this trend to continue with an additional 
$77 million in projects planned by 
member institutions,” he added.
La Salle’s president praised Philadel­
phia’s City Planning Commission for 
doing "an exceptionally fine job” of as­
sembling basic data about the area and 
complimented other city agencies for 
their assistance. Members of the con­
sortium, he said, are working with local 
neighborhood organizations and busi­
nesses to establish an "active partner­
ship” for community improvement.
"We are encouraging policies which 
will make all of our institutions better 
neighbors who are more responsive to 
community needs,” added Brother Ellis. 
“ We are working with all levels of gov­
ernment to provide more adequate pub­
lic facilities and services to the area.”
The combined efforts of the CBCC 
and neighborhood groups have re­
sulted in a city commitment to initiate the 
rehabilitation of abandoned houses in 
the area. In addition, the city has al­
located $275,000 from its proposed 
1980 capital budget for renovating the 
Belfield Recreation Center adjacent to 
the La Salle College campus.
Specific proposals of the consortium 
include revitalizing the Broad and Olney 
commercial district with new construc­
tion and modernization of the surface 
and subway transit terminal located at
that intersection. The city has requested 
$100,000 for designing the transit facil­
ity.
Also on the drawing board are new 
bus shelters, street signs, improved 
lighting, and traffic control devices as 
well as new trees along the Campus 
Boulevard (Olney and Chew Aves.) Cor­
ridor.
La Salle College has already made a 
number of improvements to its campus 
area along the corridor. Two aban­
doned service stations, acquired by the 
college, have been razed and land­
scaped to provide lawns and walkways 
for the college and the neighborhood. 
Additional parking areas have also been 




Michael Brooks’ individual brilliance, 
numerous personal accomplishments, 
and key injuries told La Salle’s 1978-79 
basketball story. It was a campaign 
fueled with pre-season optimism that 
ended with a frustrating 15-13 record 
and a 68-63 overtime loss to St. 
Joseph’s in the quarterfinal round of the 
East Coast Conference playoffs.
The list of injuries multiplied and the 
use of the training room was extensive 
early in the season as Michael Brooks,
Mark Spain, Kurt Kanaskie, and Darryl 
Gladden reported various basketball 
maladies.
Brooks, a pre-season All-American 
pick, never displayed his entire basket­
ball repertoire during the season. In­
jured in the second game of the season 
against defending NCAA champion 
Kentucky (contusion of the left quad- 
ricep), the 6’7” junior missed two games 
and wore a protective pad over the 
injured area for the remainder of the 
season. Misfortune occurred again as 
he strained ligaments in his right knee 
during the final regular season game at 
Notre Dame.
Enduring his physical impairments, 
Brooks became the school’s second 
leading scorer (1881 points) and re­
bounder (1016 rebounds) behind Tom 
Gola (2461 points, 2201 rebounds).
Personifying consistency, Brooks 
scored in double figures in the 26 
games he played. Eighteen times, he 
scored at least twenty points and four 
times, he recorded thirty-plus point per­
formances. His 606 points (23.3 ppg.) 
topped all Big Five and ECC regular 
seasons scorers and ranked him sixth in 
the ECAC and in the top twenty-five in 
the NCAA.
As La Salle’s “ Chairman of the 
Backboard,” Brooks finished seventh 
among NCAA rebounders (13.3 rpg.) 
marking the second consecutive year 
he finished on the top ten. His 347 
season total topped the ECAC, ECC,
24
La Salle's baseball team made its annual journey to Florida in March and stopped off in 
Clearwater to play an exhibition against the Phillies. Shown with slugger Greg Luzinski during pre­
game warmups were (from left): Captain Pete DeAngelis, Jim McSweeny, Tony Walsh, and Mark 
Swiski. Explorers dropped a 6-2 decision to the Phils, scoring both their runs off Steve Carlton.
and Big Five. In his last eighteen games 
of the season, Brooks pulled down at 
least ten rebounds in each contest.
Brooks was not the only Explorer 
injured in the Kentucky game. Mark 
Spain, an early season starter, bruised 
his left foot in the first half as he 
bounced off the Wildcats’ mammoth 
center Chuck Aleksinas. Never the 
same player for the rest of the season, 
Spain made only brief appearances for 
the Explorers.
Kurt Kanaskie, who was beginning to 
redirect his perimeter missiles after an 
early season slump, was the next La 
Salle player to fall. A broken bone in his 
right foot occurring in the second half of 
the Delaware game forced the sharp 
shooting guard out of action. Missing 
seven games, Kanaskie returned to the 
lineup a month ahead of schedule.
Not the devastating threat he was in 
1977-78, Kanaskie still contributed to 
the Explorer cause (12.5 ppg.). Repeat­
ing as the Cy Casselman Award winner 
as the Big Five’s best free throw shooter 
(91.7%), he led the NCAA in foul shoot­
ing at one point during the season finale 
against St. Joseph’s before missing 
from the line to finish second in the 
country.
Darryl Gladden, troubled the entire 
season with recurring ailments in his 
right shoulder, became the school's all- 
time assist leader with 443, surpassing 
Charlie Wise (407).
Because of early season injuries,
coach Paul Westhead used ten different 
starting lineups during the year. The 
Explorers staggered through a mi­
serable December with losses to na­
tional powers Kentucky and Duke in 
January and early February. La Salle 
won nine of ten including a Big Five win 
over Villanova.
The only Explorer to start in all 28 
games was forward “ Mo” Connolly. 
Known for his outside scoring ability, 
the 6’7” junior recorded personal bests 
in scoring (13.7 ppg.), rebounding (8.1 
rpg.), and field goal (49.0%) and free 
throw percentage (80.0%).
Connolly’s emergence as a re­
bounder was underscored by eight 
double figure performances. His 24 re­
bounds in the regular season Hofstra 
game was the most in a game by any La 
Salle player since Bob Herdelin’s 28 
rebounds in 1959.
With increased playing time available, 
the “Archbishop Carroll Connection” of 
Kevin Lynam and Greg Webster made 
unexpected and valuable contributions 
to the Explorers’ season.
Lynam, the team’s best defensive 
player, also hit better than fifty percent 
of his shots (50.8%, 120-236). Webster, 
a point guard who saw limited action as 
a freshman, contributed 133 assists.
With eleven veterans returning next 
year (senior Tony Plakis graduates), the 
pre-season fervor will resurface as La 
Salle celebrates its golden anniversary 
of basketball reaching for the pot of gold 
at the end of the NCAA rainbow.
Scholarship 
Nam ed for 
Robert L. Dean
Through the assistance of a 
$25,000 grant provided by Intermed 
Communications, Inc., and its chair­
man of the board, Eugene Jackson, 
La Salle College has established an 
endowed scholarship in the memory 
of Robert L. Dean, ’41, who passed 
away last fall.
Each year, scholarship assistance 
will be given to an undergraduate 
student, or students, who have dem­
onstrated an interest and a com­
petence in the field of written com­
munication and who have a need for 
financial assistance.
Awards for the Robert Dean 
Scholars will be restricted to full-time 
undergraduates who are entering 
their junior or senior years at La 
Salle. They will be for one year’s 
duration. A student who receives an 
award as a junior will be eligible to 
apply for a second grant when 
he/she enters senior year.
The selection of awardees will be 
made by a committee including rep­
resentatives of the English Depart­
ment, the Financial Aid Office, and 
teachers of writing courses.
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Music Theatre Presents 
Tribute to Bernstein
The La Salle College Music Theatre 
will present a “Tribute To Leonard 
Bernstein” this summer, according to 
Brother Gene Graham, F.S.C., the pro­
ducer, who also announced changes in 
the schedule of performances.
Music Theatre will open its 1979 sea­
son with “West Side Story,” from June 
13 to July 15 in the College Union 
Theatre, on campus. “Wonderful Town” 
will make its first professional ap­
pearance in Philadelphia in almost 20 
years on La Salle’s Music Theatre stage 
from July 25 to August 26.
Because of popular demand, a Sun­
day matinee will be introduced this 
summer with a 3:00 P.M. curtain and 
the Tuesday performances will be 
eliminated. Thus, the new schedule 
looks like this: Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday evenings at 8:00 P.M.; Sat­
urday (two shows) at 6:00 and 9:30, and 
Sunday (two shows) at 3:00 and 7:00.
Regular ticket prices will be $6.00 for 
Wednesdays and Thursdays and $6.50 
for all other performances including the 
two matinees. As usual, dinner will be 
available in the Carousel Room (reser­
vations a must) along with a variety of 
special group plans.
For reservations and information call 
951-1410.
This will be La Salle’s 18th year as the 
nation’s only college-sponsored pro­
fessional summer music theatre.
College Raises Tuition 
For Next Academic Year
La Salle will increase its full-time tuti- 
tion by $190 to $2,970 for liberal arts 
and business administration students in 
1979-80, it was announced by Brother 
President Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Tuition for full-time science students 
will go from $2,880 to $3,090. Tuition 
for the college’s Evening Division and 
Summer Sessions will be increased by 
$4, from $62 to $66 per credit-hpur.
Room and Board (double occupan­
cy) will go from $1,530 to $1,685 a year 
for students using “ five day” meal 
tickets. “ Seven day” meal tickets will 
cost an additional $210.
"Our aim has been to keep increases 
to the absolute minimum consistent with 
a balanced budget,” said Brother Ellis in 
a letter to parents and students. “Since 
the national rate of inflation has shown 
little sign of moving below 9%, we be­
lieve that our rate of increase (6.8% for 
regular tuition) represents an actual re­
duction in terms of real or constant 
dollars.
“That we are below the inflation rate 
can be attributed to a favorable en­
rollment picture, to careful management 
by College staff, and to the willingness 
of faculty and other employees to view 
their own compensation in the light of 
the health of the total enterprise.”
College Awarded Grant 
For Young Scientists
La Salle’s Biology Department has 
received a $9,960 grant from the Na­
tional Science Foundation to sponsor a 
six week summer training program for 
outstanding high school students in 
Holroyd Hall on campus.
Dr. Thomas J. Lowery, associate pro­
fessor of biology, will direct the program 
which is designated to identify, en­
courage, and accelerate the academic 
development of superior high school 
students who have excellent potential of 
becoming scientists.
This will be the sixth year that the 
program has been offered by the col­
lege. Dr. Geri Seitchik, assistant pro­
fessor of biology at La Salle, will serve 
as head lecturer.
INTESTATE is a nasty word.
It means that a person has died without leaving a will. 
Thus, a person may have worked for years to ac­
cumulate assets, but has not planned for their disposal. 
A will is a statement of how one wishes one’s goods to 
go to family, friends, charities. It controls who gets what 
and under what conditions. The lack of that legal 
instrument can mean that a court will assume juris­
diction in the division of a person’s property—and that 
taxes and other expenses may erode what was in­
tended for others. The cost of a legal will is small. The 
benefits of having one are large—at any stage of a 
career.
If you want more information about what a will involves
and how to get one written, send the coupon below for 
a free pamphlet.
Development Office 
La Salle College 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141





WPVI-TV sportscaster Don Tollefson (left) was one of Brian 
McDonough's tennis marathon opponents last year.
Anyone for Tennis?
Hours and Hours of Tennis?
Brian McDonough, a La Salle College junior, is not 
your normal, everyday Dean’s List Biology/English ma­
jor who participates in a number of extra-curricular 
activities.
McDonough also plays tennis—lots of it—as befitting 
an Explorer varsity co-captain who is a former All 
Catholic performer from Archbishop Carroll High 
School’s two-time Southern Division League cham­
pions.
Last summer, McDonough personally organized, 
promoted, and participated in a one-man “ La Salle 
Tennis Marathon” at the Gulph Mills Racquet Club not 
far from his home in Villanova. He expected to play 
tennis—marathon style—against all challengers for 12 
hours and hoped to raise about $1,000 for Muscular 
Dystrophy. He ended up spending 24 hours on the 
court, faced about 40 opponents, and raised close to 
$1,200 in pledges. Gino’s was the highest contributor, 
donating $250. The average pledge was in the vicinity 
of $30 with most people pledging about $1 per-hour.
“Actually I was only going to do this for one year,” 
says McDonough, a student government vice president 
who also finds time to work on the campus newspaper 
and radio station and debate with the college’s Gavel 
Society. “ But after I finished playing, a little girl suffering 
from muscular dystrophy came up to me and thanked
me for helping all her friends. You just don’t know how 
touched I was by that.”
McDonough was so touched that he plans to do it 
again this year for an even longer period of time 
beginning at 9 A.M. on Friday, Junes. His goal this 
time is $2,000. He also hopes to work out a sponsorship 
deal with a local radio station.
McDonough says that he is in much better physical 
shape than he was last year when he recalls complain­
ing of a sore back often during his 24 hours on the 
court. “ One doctor who was there said to me ‘What do 
you expect? You’re tearing your body apart.’ ”
Although he welcomes any and all contributions, 
McDonough is also looking for playing partners—plenty 
of them. He expects the usual complement of local 
athletes and media celebrities—sportscasters Don 
Tollefson and Mike Forrest and La Salle’s Athletic 
Director Bill Bradshaw have agreed to participate again 
—and would like to see as many friends and alumni of 
La Salle join him for an hour or so on the court.
Interested participants are asked to drop Brian a line 
at “ La Salle Tennis Marathon,” c/o Student Govern­
ment Association Office, La Salle College, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19141. Directions to Gulph Mills RC and a mutually- 
agreeable playing time will then be provided.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
’48 ’58 ’64
Stacey L. McDonnell was promoted to assis­
tant director of home office claims at Pennsyl­
vania Manufacturers’ Association Insurance 
Company, in Philadelphia.
’50
Joseph H. Foster, Esq., was elected vice 
chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar Associa­
tion.
’52___________________________
Paul Curcio is president of the Ironbound 
Manufacturers Association, which represents 
industrial firms in the Ironbound section of 
Newark, N.J. James A. Muldowney has been 
appointed resident vice president and general 
manager of Insurance Company of North 
America’s southern New Jersey service office.
' 53______________________
Arthur A. Mami, director of purchasing and 
material at Scared Heart Hospital in Nor­
ristown, was a featured speaker at “A Seminar 
on Materials Management” presented by the 




James J. Morris, vice chairman of the board 
of Continental Bank, has been named chair­
man of the 1979 education and fund-raising 
Crusade of the American Cancer Society in 
Philadelphia and Montgomery County. Harold 
J. Selkow has joined Employers Insurance of 
Wausau as Mid-Atlantic region credit man­
ager.
’57
Charles M. Lodovico has been elected ex­
ecutive vice president for operations at Lewis 
& Gilman, Inc., a Philadelphia advertising and 
public relations agency. Major Anthony C. 
Spodozalski, commander of the MATCO at 
McChord Air Force Base, Washington, retired 
from active duty last November.
James F. Dunphy has been appointed 
p res iden t and general manager of 
Reischer Ford Corporation, Philadelphia. 
Charles J. Eltringham retired from the U.S. 
Marine Corps on April 1. George J. 
Schneider, Jr. was appointed director of data 
processing at St. Joseph’s University. Charles 
T. Wahl has been promoted to vice president 
in charge of the branch department, division 
three at First Pennsylvania Bank.
'59___________________________
Arthur F. Newman has been promoted to 
assistant vice president and director of group 
underwriting for the Penn Mutual Life Insur­
ance Company, Philadelphia. Albert R. 
Pezzillo has been elected a senior vice presi­
dent at Warner-Lambert in Middlesex County, 
N.J.
'60____________________
Joseph W. Ruff has been appointed manager 
of the treasury division at Philadelphia Electric 
Company.
'61____________________
George A. Carroll has been appointed direc­
tor of the Center for Computer and Man­
agement Services at Rutgers University.
' 62___________________________
Thomas A. Cottone has been named vice 
president, marketing, for the west industrial 
division of West Chemical Products, Inc., 
Long Island, N.Y. William J. Eichner recently 
was named business manager for Cabrini 
College in Radnor, Pa.
’63
Robert J. Chesco has been appointed vice 
president in charge of the industrial parks 
division of Evans-Pitcairn Corporation, the 
Philadelphia-based real estate development 
firm. Leo A. Joerger has been named eastern 
regional sales manager for the Unbrako 
Division of SPS Technologies. James C. 
McBrearty, Ph.D., associate professor of in­
dustrial relations at the University of Arizona, 
was the chairman of the university’s 15th 
annual Labor-Management Conference held 
in March, 1979. Elliot Menkowitz, M.D., was a 
speaker at an Arthritis Forum held in Potts- 
town, Pa. John F. Smart, Jr., has been named 
by American Bankers Life its “ Man of the 
Year” for 1978.
Michael W. McGuire has been appointed to 
the Board of Directors of the Pacific Dental 
Research Foundation, San Francisco. Jack 
McNally, a partner in Price Waterhouse & 
Company’s Los Angeles office was a speaker 
at a recent Government Contracts Seminar in 
Newport Beach, Ca. conducted by his firm. 
Michael Pasquarello has been appointed 
plant superintendent at Dorr-Oliver Inc., Haz­
leton Heights plant. Raymond W. Podmenik, 
Jr., received a master’s degree in business 
administration from the University of Alaska.
’65_____________________
Anthony I. Lambert, Jr., has been named 
assistant director of security, East Coast for 
House of Fabrics, Inc.
’66
Ralph F. Desiderio has been promoted to 
administrative vice president of Continental 
Bank, Philadelphia. Anthony J. Nocella has 
been appointed to the Board of Managers of 
Friends Hospital in Philadelphia. Frank A. 
Smigiel, manager of the Sears store in Beth­
lehem, Pa., was elected president of the 
Downtown Bethlehem Association. Captain 
Robert P. Wertzberger has received his sec­
ond Meritorious Service Medal at McGuire Air 
Force Base, N.J., for oustanding duty per­
formance as maintenance supervisor at An­
drews Air Force Base, Md.
'67____________________
Albert S. Camardella has been elected assis­
tant secretary of INA International Corpo­
ration, Philadelphia. William J. McGinnis, Jr., 
president of McGinnis Associates, has been 
elected president of the Long Beach Island 
Regular Republican Organization and cor­
responding secretary of the Ocean County 
Council of Regular Republican Clubs.
'68__________________________
Vincent F. Hink, Esq., is now an associate with 
the law offices of John F. Law, in Palm Beach, 
Fla. William W. Kennedy has been promoted 
to senior research associate in the Penn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company’s data proc­
essing department, Philadelphia.
BIRTH: to W. Peter Ragan, Esq. and his wife, 
Susan, a daughter, Kaitlin Murray.
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Raymond T. Bickert has been elected con­
troller of The American Oncologic Hospital in 
Philadelphia. Michael J. Lubas has been ap­
pointed assistant superintendent, bar and 
billet finishing, for the Carpenter Technology 
Corporation, Reading, Pa. James M. Thomas 
is now general auditor at Connecticut Mutual 
Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.
'70
Joseph D. Brosso has been appointed plant 
manager for the Aerospace and Industrial 
Products Division of SPS Technologies opera­
tion in Jenkintown, Pa. Edward H. Morris has 
been appointed controller of the Montgomery 
Ward Credit Corp., A wholly-owned sub­
sidiary of Montgomery Ward and Co., Inc. 
William D. Mullen was named a senior bank­
ing officer of Provident National Bank, Phila­
delphia. Victor V. Vernace, Jr., a systems 
analyst with General Motors Corporation, in 
Danville, III., recently received his MBA 
degree from Eastern Illinois University. 
Ronald R. Zinck has formed Ron Zinck Realty 
in Deptford, N.J., and will handle residential, 
industrial and commercial real estate trans­
actions in the South Jersey area.
'71_____________________
Domenic DeCesaris has been named a 
certified mortgage banker by the National 
Mortgage Bankers Association. Joseph E. 
Huhn was named a senior banking officer of 
Provident National Bank, Philadelphia. James 
F. McGowan, Jr., was recently promoted to
senior commercial officer in First Pennsylva­
nia Bank’s commercial finance department. 
Joseph J. Sweeney, Jr., obtained an MBA 
from Duquesne University and has been pro­
moted to financial advisor, Gulf Trading and 
Transportation Company, a division of Gulf 
Oil Corporation, at its Pittsburgh head­
quarters. James Walsh has been promoted to 
wholesale sales manager at Pennbrook 
Foods.
'72____________________
James S. Dooley has been elected a vice 
president and manager of Central National 
Bank of Cleveland’s leasing division, corpo­
rate banking department, in Ohio. Joseph L. 
Orlando has been named merchandising 
manager for 7-Eleven food stores in the Mid- 
Atlantic division.
'75____________________
MARRIAGE: Paul F. Blinn to Kathleen A. In- 
trocaso.
George F. Komelasky was appointed a senior 
mortgage officer of Provident National Bank. 
Joseph Perno has been named executive di­
rector of the Harrowgate Community Center, 
Philadelphia. Robert Plugfelder has been ap­
pointed manager of the Coca-Cola Bottling 
Company’s newly constructed distribution 
center in Blackwood, N.J. James R. Spence 
was recently named product manager—ante­
rior restorative materials, for the L.D. Caulk 
Company, Delaware.
'76  ___________________
Roger Post has been named a loan officer at 
Fidelity Bank in Philadelphia. Richard Stanko 
was chosen as an alternate for the Dickinson 
School of Law at the National Trial Moot Court 
Competition and the Allegheny Trial Lawyers 
Association Competition.
'77  ___________________
Rosemary Gallagher is an accountant at Price 
Waterhouse in Philadelphia. Norman L. John­
son has been named internal auditor, EDP 
Group, for the Philadelphia Electric Company. 
John E. Mitchell passed the recent C.P.A. 
examination and is currently employed at 
Laventhol and Horwath.
'78  ___________________
Senior Airwoman Margaret M. Forbes has 
been named Outstanding Airperson of the 
Year in her unit at Gibbsboro Air Force Sta­
tion, N.J. Stephen J. Ruff, an auditor for the 
accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand, 
passed his C.P.A. examination.
SCHOOL OF ARTS &  SCIENCES
' 41__________________________
William H. L. Sullivan has been appointed 
vice president/director of sales for Delaware 
Management Company, Inc.
’48
James F. Curran, director of Pennsylvania’s 
Office of Small Business, was the subject of a 
feature article on his red-tape cutting role as 
Ombudsman in the February issue of Penn 
News. Anthony J. Lavery has been named 
circulation manager-sales for the Philadelphia 
Bulletin.
'51__________________________
James Finegan was recently appointed to the 
Board of Trustees of the School of Holy Child, 
Rosemont.
’52__________________________
James V. Covello was honored as “Agent of 
the Year” of the Philadelphia/Shevlin general 
agency of National Life Insurance Company of 
Vermont at the agency’s annual dinner in 
January. Robert J. Donatelli has been ap­
pointed chief of the Juvenile branch of the 
Family Court division of the Court of Common 
Pleas, Philadelphia. William F. Simpson, 
management training manager at Kemper In­
surance Company, has been elected to the 
Academy of Management, an organization of 
some 2,500 scholars and executives.
' 53__________________________
Julius E. Fioravanti, Esq., a member of the 
Philadelphia Bar Association, was elected to 
its Board of Governors.
’55
Robert C. Rumsey
Robert C. Rumsey has been appointed an 
area manager of the middle atlantic states for
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James V. Covello
James S. Dooley
A Salute to Leonard Bernstein
WEST SIDE STORY June 13th-July 15th 
The beautiful Romeo and Juliet love story, set against the 
pulsating background of New York City. The score—a Broad­
way classic: “ Maria” . . . “ Tonight” . . .  “ I Feel Pret­
ty” . .. Tender and romantic. Vibrant and electric. A dazzling 
show.
WONDERFUL TOWN July 25th-August 26th 
First professional Philadelphia revival in 20 years! Two inno­
cents from Ohio go to New York to find their “ Fame and 
Fortunes”. A warm and wonderful show where the lyrics are 
lively, and the fun never falters. Based on the award winning 
play, “ My Sister Eileen” .
Subscription Info
Buy your tickets to both shows now and SAVE 15%.
Enjoy both fantastic musicals from the same preferred seat!
Your Cost 
Per Subscription
Wednesday & Thursday $10.00 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday $11.00
Buy two—for yourself and a friend. Also a great gift idea. Call 
951-1410.
Group Discounts
Unprecedented group discounts available. Save up to 35%. 
Send today for a FREE group sales kit. Or call 951-1410. But 
hurry! Reservations are on a first come, first served basis. 
Dining Information
Dazzling buffet dinner in the CAROUSEL ROOM featuring Beef 
Burgundy, Seafood Newburg, and Stuffed Chicken Breast with 
Wild Rice Dressing for just $8.50 (tax and gratuities included). 
Beautiful,candlelit dining every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. 
On Saturday and Sunday, enjoy the same hearty buffet before 
or after the show.
Groups may also reserve the Carousel Room on Wednesday 
and Thursday at no additional cost.
Reservations a Must















Single Ticket Price Wednesday and Thursday $6.00 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday $6.50 
Ticket and Dinner reservations and information 951-1410 
Group Rates: Call Ruth Worthington at 951-1410
SUBSCRIBER’S ORDER BLANK LASALLE MUSIC THEATRE—LaSalle College—Phila., PA 19141
HURRY! OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 13
(make checks payable to La Salle Music Theatre) Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope
□  New Subscriber □  Resubscriber
□ Please reserve................... (number) tickets in my name for th e ......................................... (date)..........
FOR YOUR GREATER CONVENIENCE— 
AND BEST SEATING- 
USE THIS ORDER BLANK
(time) performance of WEST SIDE STORY
and ................... (number) tickets for the (date)................... (time) performance of WONDERFUL TOWN
□  I am enclosing $............................... fo r .................................subscriptions.
□  I am interested in dining in the Carousel Room.
Please reserve................... places in my name for dinner on (date).....................  I am enclosing $................... fo r .....................dinners at $8.50 each
□  I would like further information on your group party rates.




PHONE (be sure to include). THE NAME OF MY GROUP IS
JUNE 13-JULY 15
Music by Leonard Bernstein 




Music by Leonard Bernstein 
Lyrics by
Betty Comden & Adolph Green
Hunter Associates Laboratory’s marketing de­
partment.
'57__________________________
John R. Galloway, regional director of public 
affairs for the Gulf Oil Corp., recently pres­
ented La Salle College its fourth annual stu­
dent loan fund grant for $10,000 from the Gulf 
Oil Foundation. Charles P. Kindregan, Esq., is 
the author of Malpractice and the Lawyer, a 
book recently published by Legal-Medical 
Studies, Inc.
’58
Michael B. O’Hara James H. Jenkins
Kenneth H. Jacobson received his Ph.D. in 
political science from George Washington 
University. James H. Jenkins has been ap­
pointed to the sales staff of Current Prescribing 
magazine, a monthly clinical journal of prac­
tical therapeutics published by Medical Eco­
nomics Company. Michael B. O’Hara has 
joined Ciba-Geigy Corporation in Ardsley, 
New York, as director of corporate com­
munications.
BIRTH: to Paschal LaRuffa, M.D., and his wife, 
Joan, a daughter, Tara.
’59____________________
Robert I. Alotta, an historical columnist for the 
Philadelphia Bulletin and Germantown 
Courier, has written a non-fiction account of an 
episode in the Civil War titled, Stop the Evil.
’61_____________________
Terence McGovern was honored for his sales 
accomplishments at Jostens American Year­
book Company national sales meeting held 
recently in Scottsdale, Arizona. Daniel Or- 
tolani has been named a creative group su­
pervisor at McKinney/Midatlantic in Philadel­
phia.
’62
David W. Bruhin was named vice president 
for communications of The American College 
in Bryn Mawr, Pa. Thomas A. Dziadosz has 
been appointed director, business adminis­
tration division, of Peirce Junior College, Phil­
adelphia.
’65____________________
Louis DeVicaris was awarded the James 
Bryant Conant Award for outstanding High 
School Teachers of Chemistry. He is a teacher 
at Cheltenham High School.
Michael Curcio has been appointed educa­
tional director of Wordsworth Academy, Fort 
Washington, Pa. Frank J. Domeracki has 
joined the advertising and public relations 
agency, Shipley Associates, Inc., as director 
of creative and account services.
’67
1 6 ___________________________
Ronald G. Borsh has been elected president 
of First Financial Insurance Consultants, Inc., 
Pittsburgh. The Cornell University Press 
spring list of new books includes a volume by 
Dr. James A. Butler, assistant chairman of the 
college’s English Department. It is a critical 
edition of English poet William Wordsworth’s 
“The Ruined Cottage.” Francis Scalise re­
ceived his Ph.D. degree in educational admin­
istration from Lehigh University. He is present­
ly teaching at Archbishop Kennedy High 
School in Conshohocken where he is also 
budget director. Edward J. Shields, Jr., has 
joined Spiro & Associates as an account ex­
ecutive in the firm’s industrial division, Phila­
delphia.
’68
James F. Collins has joined the law firm of 
Marks, Holland & LaRosa, in Freehold, N.J. 
William Reinking has been named assistant 
principal at Bedford High School in Bedford, 
N.J. John Steczynski was honored as 7-Elev­
en Mid-Atlantic Division District Manager of 
the Year for 1978 and promoted to division 
sales and promotion coordinator. Robert 
Walker received a bachelor of science degree 
in Nursing from Holy Family College and is 
currently a staff nurse at Albert Einstein Medi­
cal Center, Daroff Division, in Philadelphia. 
BIRTH: to William Reinking and his wife, their 
fourth child, first son, William Mark.
’69_____________________
U.S. Air Force Captain John Abbamondi has 
been assigned to Alconbury RAF Station, in 
Huntingdon, England. Paul Buonaguro is lead 
singer of the rock group “The Last Men.” 
Henry Komansky, D.O., has been appointed 
to the medical staff of John F. Kennedy Me­
morial Hospital in Stratford, N.J.
'70_____________________________
Vincent Carr, D.O., is a flight surgeon with the
514th Medical Element in the Air Force Re­
serve. Lower Moreland Township Manager 
Peter Terpeluk was a featured speaker at a 
recent meeting of the Women’s Club of Hunt­
ingdon Valley.
BIRTHS: to Charles R. Black, Jr., and his wife, 
Nancy, a daughter, Shannon Patricia; to 
Charles A. J. Halpin, III, and his wife, Judith, a 
son, Christopher Gene.
’71
Peter G. Byrne has been appointed manager 
of editorial services at Philadelphia Electric 
Company. Henry F. Crabbe received his M.D. 
degree from the University of Maryland, in 
January. Joseph F. Deering, D.D.S., has 
opened an office for a private practice in 
Whitehall, Pa. Michael J. Higgins has been 
promoted to assistant cashier in the per­
sonnel department of New Jersey National 
Bank. Martin G. Malloy, Esq., is now as­
sociated with the law firm of Curran, Mylotte, 
David & Fitzpatrick. James J. McKeogh has 
been named an associate of the Society of 
Actuaries and is a consulting actuary with the 
Wyatt Company in Philadelphia. T. Michael 
Townshend has been promoted to manager 
of personnel administration of Operations Re­
search, Inc., Silver Spring, Md.
BIRTH: to David Badolato, M.D., and his wife, 
Eileen, a son, Kevin.
'72  ____________________
Joseph A. Cesarz is a community health or­
ganizer in the Philippines with the Peace 
Corps. John DeVirgilis, Esq. has joined the 
Philadelphia law firm of Silver & Miller, P.C. 
Raymond A. Folen received a Ph.D. degree in 
psychology from the University of Hawaii and 
is presently in private practice as a psy­
chologist at the Human Resources Develop­
ment Center in Honolulu. David S. Kochanasz 
received a master’s degree from Seattle Uni­
versity. Larry Lawfer recently had his photo­
graphic work exhibited in San Francisco. 
John Leary has been promoted to director of 
management advisory service for the Detroit 
office of Laventhol and Horwath, a national 
CPA firm. Paul B. Sweeney has received his 
license as a funeral director from the Pennsyl­
vania State Board of Funeral Directors.
'73
Norman M. Abrams is chairman for the 
greater northeast campaign of the 1979 Fed­
eration Allied Jewish Appeal—Israel Emer­
gency Fund. James J. Avery, Jr., has been 
appointed an officer of the Penn Mutual Life 
Insurance Company. Stephen G. Fantine re­
ceived his master of arts degree in secondary 
graduate teacher education from Villanova 
University. Bruce A. Fortnum received his 
Ph.D. in plant pathology from Clemson Uni-





versity and is currently a research plant 
pathologist at the university’s Florence Ex­
perimental Station. He is an assistant pro­
fessor. Richard Goldschmidt, territory man­
ager in the Philadelphia area for Johnson & 
Johnson, was the top winner in its annual 
sales contest and was recently honored at the 
Johnson & Johnson Baby Products Company 
national workshop meeting in Miami, Fla. 
Joseph P. Keenan was ordained a priest Jan­
uary 6, 1979 at Holy Trinity Missionary Semi­
nary in Silver Spring, Md. First Lt. Kevin M. 
Kiernan is stationed with the second Marine 
Division, in Camp Lejeune, N.C. Lt. Robert P. 
Weidman is assigned to the NROTC Unit at 
The Pennsylvania State University as a naval 
science instructor.
MARRIAGE: Thomas Davis to Rita Crowley. 
BIRTH: to William J. Flannery and his wife, 
Joan, a daughter, Maureen Anne.
'74____________________
Joseph J. Costello, an auditor in the Mont­
gomery County Court House controller’s of­
fice, is president of the Rockledge Borough 
Council. Gerard D. Dunlap, an agent with the 
Prudential Insurance Company’s Main Line 
agency in Ambler, sold over $2 million of 
insurance during 1978. Dennis H. Engle has 
joined New Holland Farmers National Bank as 
manager of its Smoketown office, Lancaster. 
Gary Nachtigall is a vocational counselor at 
ACT (Achievement through Counseling and 
Treatment), a division of the Jewish Em­
ployment and Vocational Service, Philadel­
phia.
MARRIAGE: Brian Ettinger to Barbara Sedek.
'75
Kenneth Andronico, a fourth year student in 
the Pennsylvania College of Optometry, has 
been awarded a grant from the Dr. Leslie 
Mintz Scholarship Foundation. James F. 
Bernardo has been named administrator of 
Berks Heim Hospital. Diane Bones, former 
assistant director of alumni at La Salle Col­
lege, recently accepted a position as director 
of alumni at the Medical College of Pennsylva­
nia. Dwight Evans was recently chosen the 
Pepsi Cola/The Philadelphia Tribune “Citizen 
of the Month” for his contributions to the 
Concerned Neighbors Association, Philadel­
phia. First Lt. Michael B. Gearren is stationed 
at New River Marine Corps Air Station, in
Jacksonville, N.C. John J. Jaskel received his 
master’s degree in political science from Vil- 
lanova University. Marie Jo Kane received her 
doctor of chiropractic degree from the Na­
tional College of Chiropractic in Lombard, III. 
Dominic D. Salvatori recently graduated from 
University of Pittsburgh’s School of Law and 
has joined the office of labor relations for the 
City of Worcester, Mass.
MARRIAGE: Dominic D. Salvatori to Marian 
L. Bodnar.
BIRTH: to Christopher D. Kane and his wife, 
Catherine McCloskey Kane, a son, Christ­
opher Matthew.
'76
William J. Doyle, Jr., has been accepted into 
Air Force Officer Training School in San An­
tonio, Texas. Barbara Shelton, a student at 
the Medical College of Pennsylvania, was a 
judge for the Miss Teenage America Pageant, 
held recently in Nashville, Tenn. 
MARRIAGES: Brian A. Hanes to Michele M. 
Corkery; Steven Lichtenstein to Roberta 
Barbanel.
'77  ____________________
Frederick C. Hanselmann has recently been 
elected president of the Student Bar Associa­
tion at Notre Dame Law School. Olha Mycha- 
jliw Nowakiwsky is a software specialist for 
Digital Equipment Corporation in Parsippany, 
N.J.
MARRIAGE: Frances T. Slowy to John C. 
Gerry.
'78  ___________________
Second Lt. Daniel J. Lynch completed the 
field artillery officer basic course at the Army 
Field Artillery School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma. 
Vincent Moffa has been named advisor for 
dramatics at Cherokee High School in 
Marlton, N.J. Leon J. Reznik is a freshman at 
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